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Same style and format as
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ARBCLIMBER.
WSAR #9 features a US

rescuer getting to grips with
SMC's newest heavy duty
pulley with integral swivel,
the Apex. Also in this issue:
the ARCOS command and
control computer system
from Austria, free to all rescue teams, Guide to Chest
Ascenders, Arcteryx backpack review, the anatomy
of a SAR Pack and its contents pt2, Mountain Rescue
Hardware & Systems and more on UAV/Drones.
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Veteran water rescuer Mitch Sasser from Chile provides
a techniques workshop on the Crossline Reach device
for rescuers which, after 15 years should be standard
kit for rescuers but still isn't. Page 54

CMC MPD vs Petzl Maestro
vs CMC/Harken Clutch
By Roland Curll

SUBSCRIPTIONS

ADVERTISING

Left: The third part in our
GUIDES to WATERPROOF
WHEELED CASES StoZ and
back to A for Amabilia who we
wrongly thought had been
bought out and was
excluded from pt1. Left
is a growing use for
these cases – custom
UAV/drone inserts.
Page 38

Body Position: a Guide for Dive Rescuers
By Mark Phillips

WATER RESCUE

4 PRINT issues including postage
UK/USA/Canada $20
Worldwide $20 + $5 postage
8 PRINT issues including postage
UK/USA/Canada $35
Worldwide $35 +$10 postage
4 DIGITAL issues
worldwide $10
8 DIGITAL issues
worldwide $15

Above: We review Lukas'
excellent new Extrication
Manual. Page 14

A Pirate's Guide to Pulley Systems pt6
Learning Pulley Systems by Rote
By Reed Thorne
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Reed Thorne continues his epic Pulley series with
part 6 on page 20 while Roland Curll of Australia's
Police Rescue & Bomb Disposal Unit in NSW compares
the features and functions of the CMC MPD, Petzl
Maestro and CMC/Harken Clutch. In this picture, a preproduction Maestro is being put through its paces at
HM Coastguard Training in the UK. Page 64

FRONT COVER:
Holmatro introduced
its latest batterypowered tools, the
Pantheon range last
year and in doing
so have shown that
battery has now
caught up with hosefed hydraulic tools.
Performance is truly
comparable but there
is very little noise and none when the tool is
not actively being used. On-board intelligent
charging means you can't screw up and end
up with dead batteries and it even works
underwater. See page 2 for a closer look.
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HOLMATRO Battery series

PENTHEON
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e sound like a stuck record with our 30year obsession
with battery tools for rescue but the Pentheon series
from Holmatro is further evidence that battery is
king and the days of noise and noxious fumes from hose-togas/petrol generator hydraulics are numbered. Our cover on
issue 76 and again with this cover on 79 serve to highlight that
battery tools have now come of age such that you wouldn't
be able to tell from a distance whether this was a battery tool
or a petrol/gas-driven hydraulic, except that there's no noisy
generator drowning out vital communication.
The Pentheon series came out last year with an initial four
tools but now has a full repertoire of 17 tools, four cutters,
four spreaders, four combi-tools and five rams. If you're a
traditionalist, your arguments against battery-powered tools
compared to hose-fed have always been that they are not as
strong/powerful and you can't get them wet or at least not
saturated or too hot. Now you would be wrong on both counts.
These tools not only match their hose-fed predecessors, they
actually surpass them. You want waterproof? These can not
only work entirely submerged, you can even change the battery
underwater! The chap in the water opposite should probably
ditch the fire gear and don a PFD! Their effective operating
range is -20 to +45C with comprehensive temperature
management They will work beyond these figures but that's
when you might start to see some performance drop-off as
you do with hose-fed hydraulics. For performance, if you
compare the Pentheon tool with its equivalent hose tool you
find that the spec is exactly the same - for instance the PCU50
cutter compared to the CU5050: they both operate at 720
bar pressure, they both open to 182mm/7.2", both cut up to
41mm/1.6" bar meeting NFPA A8, B8, C7, D9, E9, F4. or EN
1K, 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K. It does slip behind when comparing weightin-hand. The battery tool has to carry its own power source
so is naturally a bit longer and heavier. Pentheon uses a new
1.5kg/3.3lb semi-circular battery that fits neatly around the
rear of the tool like a house-arrest bracelet so it's far more
streamlined than the previous Evo3 range. In the case of the
PCU50, weight is 21.5kg/47.2lb as compared to the hose-fed
tool's 15.7kg/34.6 lb - that's not an insignificant difference
but an acceptable price to pay for the absolute freedom of
movement you have, unencumbered by a hose running back
to the truck or generator. It's also a small price to pay when
you consider that the Pentheon range doesn't just match its
hose-fed competitors, it beats them! Holmatro's operating
comparison is with their own tools so we can be fairly sure they
wouldn't want to show their existing ranges in an unnecessarily
poor light. Cutting the top and middle sections of a B-post on
the same model of two new vehicle carcasses, the Pentheon
cutter takes 9.19 and 12 seconds while the hose-fed model
takes 12 and 21.7 seconds which is 57% faster on the harder,
middle section. It's also 56% faster than Holmatro's existing
battery tool/range, the Evo3. This is impressively fast and
achieved with an excellent degree of control.

E

We'll let Holmatro's recent press release cover the key features
of the Pentheon series:
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ON THE COVER
u Stepless Speed Maximization. Patented technology maximizing
speed at any tool load. Where other battery tools show a significant
drop in speed when switching to another stage to deal with the higher
loads, Pentheon tools stick to the ideal speed curve.
u Two-Mode Control Handle for ultimate tool control. This enables
you, at any time during the rescue operation, to choose between the
tools’ high-speed and low-speed modes. Simply turn the control handle
further to its left or right to switch between both modes.
u On-Tool Charging: Battery management made easy. Leave the
battery to charge on the tool. Simply plug the tool into the charger
and the whole charging process will regulate itself. The battery on the
tool always has priority over the one on the charger. The maximum
configuration that can be powered from one outlet consists of three
tools, three chargers and six batteries.
u Extended working time. This is thanks to a purpose-built
battery with increased capacity, an energy efficient drive system and
an Auto Start/Stop system. In addition, Temperature Management
Technology allows you to keep working with Pentheon tools in
extremely hot conditions.
u Under water use. Pentheon tools can be used while being fully
submerged in water. Batteries can be swapped under water too.
u Smart Ram Extension. When using one of the optional extension
pipes (440mm/17.3in and 220mm/8.7in) the ram automatically adapts
its force to the new maximum length that can be achieved. Quick and
simple connection of the extension pipes over the ram head.
u Realtime diagnostics. LED indicators on the tools, batteries and
chargers provide real-time feedback on tool temperature, max.
pressure reached, battery temperature, battery state of charge and
battery state of health. Immediately visible, no need to press
a button first. More information can be obtained with the
help of free Holmatro Diagnostics Software.
u Compact and inline tool design. This is achieved
through a patented integrated motor & pump sharing
the same shaft and a battery that fits around the tool
like a bracelet. www.holmatro.com

With two batteries for each tool and
intelligent on-board charging you will
have enough on the truck to see out the
vast majority of incidents given that the
required run-times for a typical extrication
evolution are relatively short - unlike
chainsaws and recip saws, cutters and
spreaders are rarely required to run
continuously for long periods of time.
Upgrading your extrication tools is a big
investment and the
bean counters will
always be tempted
to make your old tools last
another year but when they
do finally relent, we urge you to
step up to the incredibly impressive new
generation of battery tools as typified by
the Pentheon series. We've now reached that
pinnacle with battery tools that we predicted
would be the case 30 years ago - it just took
about 15 years longer than we expected.
Pentheon is mighty impressive with so many
well-thought out features we can only touch
on them in this brief introduction.
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'MULTI'-Grab

[ED: At-Height has introduced a large-capacity, multimaterial Rope Grab for rescuers and rope access. We saw
similar devices in our Guide to Rope Grabs in ArbClimber#18
which we'll update in TECHNICAL RESCUE. We'll also be
reviewing this rope grab. It has a ribbed cam with a rubber
overlay inserted into the opposing rope channel. Not sure
yet whether this wears any better than the Gibbs rubberised
cams did but instructions seem to indicate that once worn
through to the anodizing you should retire the device so it
must be pretty robust in doing its job of increasing traction on
wire and smaller diameter web and cords. In the meantime

ROCK EXOTICA
UP-LOCK GATE MECHANISM

LEAVE
NOTHING
TO CHANCE
When lives are on the line and minutes matter, the TerrAdaptor’s
versatility for rescue is unmatched. This flexibility starts with a
head design that allows each leg to be adjusted to almost any
angle. When you need to create a wide array of beam, bipod, tripod
and quadpod configurations, the TerrAdaptor has you covered with
unparalleled adaptability.
And the TerrAdaptor bag
system now features
updated, stowable backpack
straps for easy portability
and a reconfigured head bag
for faster deployment.

RESERVE A DEMO UNIT TODAY AND TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!

SMC - SEATTLE MANUFACTURING CORP
CUSTOMERSERVICE@SMCGEAR.COM
1-800-426-6251
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[ED: some more design-genius well explained by Rock
Exotica...]. The rockD Up-Lock carabiner utilizes a PUSHUP and TWIST gate mechanism, allowing technicians to
match gate styles to their existing equipment and gear
configurations. The rockD is the carabiner of choice when
seeking the highest strength in a standard-sized aluminum
frame. The rockD carabiner serves the broadest range of
specialized uses. The rockD in non-lanyard versions, features a
flattened, i-beam profile at the bottom and top bends, giving
the carabiner a sleek profile, while providing low weight and
high strength characteristics. We identified several surfaces

EASIER
CABLE
CAR
RESCUE

CLIMBING TECHNOLOGY of
Italy, now part of Skylotec,
has a combined anchor and
pulley for evacuation from
cable cars and chair lifts with
the EASY RESCUE. It allows
evacuation of trapped passengers
by allowing rescuers to be
lowered along the cable, or when
the underlying terrain permits it,
to allow the unloaded pulley to
run down the cable to the desired
position and then use it as a winch
and lowering anchor.
l for use on cables Ø 20-60 mm
l max inclination of ± 50°
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79

where ropes and lanyards can
be held up by the edges of
the gate and sleeve, which
can lead to dangerous
cross-loading. The auto-lock
gate sleeve is designed with
beveled edges to minimize
this risk. The frame has a
narrow asymmetric "D"
shape which optimizes
MBS providing high
strength-to-weight ratio in a
standard size carabiner with
snag-resistant keylock nose
and machined frame ensuring
tight tolerances and smooth
operation. www.rockexotica.com

here is the info on this very useful and versatile piece of kit].
The RG10 Rescue Grab is tested to EN567 for use as a mid-line
attachable ‘clamp device’ in rescue pulley systems – it should not
be used as a fall arrest grab on a vertical lifeline system (EN353-2
or Z359.15). A special rubber insert is moulded into the device to
help prevent slippage particularly on wire/cable and thin webbing.
Rope Capacity: 8mm – 16mm / 0.3-0.6"
Web Capacity: 20 – 30mm and ≥ 1.5mm
Wire Capacity: 4 – 5mm /0.16-0.2"
Weight:		
375g / 13.23 oz
Height:		
100mm /4"
Width:		
75mm /3"
Depth:		
90mm /3.5"
COST:		
$82 		
www.atheightuk.com

Always between you
and the ground

l double gate opening for

increased safety

l light & well balanced, can be

used one-handed

l high breaking strength
l pulley in the centre in case of

increased load

l upper attachment point allows

it to slide along
cable without any interference
from the rope
l side ears = wider control
capacity on the cable.
Dimensions:
39x26cm/15x10"
Breaking load: 28kN /6295 lbf
Weight:		
1780g / 3.0 lb
Ø Cable:		
20-60mm/0.8-2.4"
Standards:
EN795:2012-B,
		
EN12278:2007,
		
EN1909:2004
Website: climbingtechnology.com
ISSUE 79 TECHNICALRESCUE

Maker of the first
kernmantle SRT Ropes
in the USA
www.bluewaterropes.com
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PRODUCTS – ROV/USRV/DRONES

ruggedized
multi-role drone

T
H

exadrone has unveiled its first
serial drone, the Tundra, a
ruggedized, multi-functional,
modular drone that will be industrially
manufactured in a factory under
construction in France. The Tundra
uses ultra-rugged, miniature Fischer
UltiMateTM and Fischer MiniMaxTM
connectivity solutions, able to
withstand the harsh environments the
drone may need to operate in.
Resulting from more than three years
of development, the Tundra is the first
French modular, multi-rotor drone.
Designed in Hexadrone's workshops
in the Haute-Loire, this collaborative
tool carrier, in its beta version, won
the prestigious Red Dot Design Award
in 2018.
The Tundra is a unique 100%
modular, multifunctional unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV), designed and
manufactured as a development hub
for integrators. The body is equipped
with numerous interfaces that allow
the integration of accessories, sensors
and other modules already available
on the market, or the development
of new ones. This enables the Tundra
to adapt to custom features and rapid
changes in technology, which also
helps it combat obsolescence. The
drone's arms are interchangeable
and easy to remove. The user can
choose from three different types,
depending on the various missions
and flight scenarios planned. With the
most durable arms, the Tundra can

6

carry a payload of up to 4kg/8.8lbs
for a flight time of 30 minutes – a
high performance in the world of
multirotor drones.
The Tundra’s durability is ensured
through a robust design that allows
for intensive use in the field. The
drone is waterproof and can cope
with harsh conditions. Moreover,
transportation and assembly in the
field are easy, as the landing gear can
be fitted and the arms screwed on in
less than a minute.
Two types of robust, miniature
connector for intensive, durable use
fulfill the drone's technical
requirements for modularity,
reliability, durability, ruggedness and
ease of use, Hexadrone chose Fischer
Connectors' high-performance,
ultra-robust, push-pull connectivity
solutions. The Tundra comes equipped
with a rugged Fischer UltiMateTM USB
2.0 connector that is waterproof and
reliable in all conditions. The standard
interfaces can accommodate external
modules linked, among others, by
Fischer MiniMaxTM connectors and
cabling, which optimize the highdensity miniaturization of on-board
electronics, such as a companion
computer, a storage module, a
security key or a lidar that the Tundra
can be fitted with for certain aerial
remote-sensing missions using lasers.
Website: hexadrone.fr

he efficiency of life-saving equipment
used in a drowning situation is all about
speed of deployment. Technology and
response times are improving and continual
technological advances are making the water
just that bit safer. One such technological
advance is Oceanalpha’s Dolphin 1, an
Unmanned Surface Rescue Vehicle, which has
the ability to both cut through waves and, more
importantly, has the lift and buoyancy to carry
victims back to safety.
Based in Hong Kong, Ocean Alpha Limited
has been involved in products for high-end
industrial applications as well as government
contracts. The primary focus of the company’s
high-end services has been in designing
unmanned surface vehicles, optimizing data
collection and auto-piloting systems for the
marine industry.
Dolphin 1 was developed because our own
staff had frequently encountered situations on
the water when they could end up in the water
and could therefore see the need to introduce
an intelligent water rescuing device. They did
it using their knowledge of remote control,
propulsion and battery advances.
While the Dolphin 1 can be used in
ocean rescues or on oil/gas platforms, its
lower price point and portability make it
affordable for smaller beach and water
rescue teams and even individuals and
clubs. In a potential drowning situation,
bystanders or rescuers would traditionally
throw a life-saving buoy/ring or flotation
aid but this requires an accurate throw and
maybe over distances too great to reach
the victim. Dolphin 1 can also be quickly
deployed by throwing it in the water from
shore or from a boat but is then controlled
using a handheld remote to direct Dolphin
to where it is needed within 500 m (1,640 ft)
of the operator. If the Dolphin 1 is overturned
by choppy waves, the remote operator can
easily flip it back over from afar.
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79

SPECIFICATIONS
Hull Material:
PE plastic
Dimensions:
Length:
115 cm / 45.2"
Width:
83 cm/32.7"
Height/Depth:
21 cm/8.3"
Weight:		
13 kg /29 LB
Power:		
Electric

The bright orange hull has a bumper along the leading edge to
minimize accidental impact injury. It also has two flashing lights in
case of poor visibility. Each of the two propellers is enclosed in a
slimline, tough housing to protect the flailing arms of victims,
and to make sure they don't get tangled up with debris,
rope or weed.
Max speed is 12 kmh/7.5mph and battery life per
charge is 30 minutes. It's designed to be big
enough so that an exhausted swimmer can
lay on it like a bodyboard, grab hold of the
ropes around the edge or the carry handles
at the nose and be brought safely back
to shore. The 13kg/29 lb remotecontrolled lifebuoy can also transport
a lifeguard out
to a someone
in trouble
and keep
them both afloat until a rescue
boat arrives. For beach rescue
Dolphin 1 can provide a
backup to the human factor
with an enhanced degree of
portability, power and, most
importantly, the ability to
keep victim and rescuer
afloat while powering
to shore or to a rescue
craft. Dolphin 1 can
reduce the hazards
to in-water rescuers
or negate the need
to commit rescuers to
water altogether.

		water-jet
		propulsion
Duration:
30 mins
Buoyancy:
32 kg/70.4 lb
Floatation:
150 kg/ 330lb
Max. Speed:
12kmh 7.5mph
Comms Range: 500m
Website:
oceanalpha.com

ISSUE 79 TECHNICALRESCUE
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WATER RESCUE

TACTICAL PFD
The 1st Watch HBV/High Buoyancy
Vest is available for swiftwater in high
viz yellow or red but in this tactical
version has been USCG approved with
the wearing of level IIIA body armor.
It also has a duty belt connection
system enabling attachment of leg
loops/rappel belt. MOLLE system for
customised gear stowage.
lRugged Rip-Stop Nylon Shoulders
lBuoyancy- M-XL=28lbs/12.7kg
lBuoyancy-XL-3XL=30lbs/13.6kg
[ED: Remember that a 200lb person
requires around 10 to 20lb of
buoyancy depending on muscle/fat
ratio,muscle requires more buoyancy]
lEasy to attach Duty Belt System has quick
release feature (for rapid doffing of vest)
lHook/Loop front and back agency patches
lRemovable Neck Collar Support
lHook/Loop for (optional) reflective patches
lUSCG Type V approved with Level III- A body armour
lUSCG Approved with up to 23 lbs/10.5kg of vest-worn gear

NEW

RESPONDER

l3-D construction (circular)
ensures optimum comfort/fit
lMOLLE System for flexibility in
attaching accessories
l3”/75mm Shoulder (length) adjustment
lVapor channels in liner improves
ventilation
lSOLAS Reflective tape Front & Back on
collar (Removable)
l400D Cordura nylon shell
lColors: Tactical Black USCG
Type V Approved
lSIZES: M/L/XL (34”-44”/84-112cm)
XL/2XL/3XL (45”-55"-114-140cm)
lCost $238
Web: firstwatchgear.com

Rescue Board

The P2P Responder is our most recent innovation, built for use
either behind a personal watercraft, or detached for stranded
victim rescues in swift or flood waters. We gathered input from
lifeguards in Hawaii, swift water rescuers
in North Carolina and firemen in Florida when
designing every aspect of the responder.
This board provides the strength, width and
durability to facilitate multiple victims
rescues or even in-water resuscitation.
tOverall length of 7′, including full traction
pad coverage providing ample space for a
victim, rescuer, and responder equipment
tCustom-engineered jet ski connection
with port and starboard bungees for
stabilizing and control
tJet ski connection can be removed and with
rocker throughout the board it can also be used in
flat, flooded or swift water rescue scenarios
tHeavyweight handles along the lengths of the board for
multiple quick-grab and tie-down options
tHandles constructed from solid rubber core and webbing for
strength and durability, raised for ample room to wrap ones
arms under and thru for securing a victim
tLightweight at only 40 lbs. inc all fittings
tDurable construction with an EPS foam core using innovative
Innegra fiberglass, allowing for repairs while on duty and the
board to never lose service

tCustom agency/team logo available
tLength: 7’0″ /2.13m
tWidth: 34″ /0.86m
tVOLUME: 135 L
tWEIGHT: 40 lbs /18.2kg
tCOST: US$3295
Web: P2Prescue.com
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NEW SYMBOLS added to the

NEW
immobilisation stretcher

CRASH RECOVERY SYSTEM

T

o better inform the
emergency services,
MODITECH has
developed several new
symbols to cover vehicle
development and in particular
electric/hybrids. Some of
these symbols are mainly
focused on alternative
propulsion, a specific
database category or are
only added to special vehicles but the following components are added
to all new vehicles:
LIFTING POINTS:
POINTS Displaying lifting points was already included in the Crash
Recovery System for buses. However, we have also added this for passenger
cars, trucks, special vehicles and recently added new databases. Up until
now, the lifting points for buses were not interactive. With the latest
software update, the symbol for lifting points is interactive, allowing us to
provide more information on lifting the vehicle.
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM:
SYSTEM The air conditioning system is displayed in
the new menu displayed on the left side of the CRS rescue sheet for all
vehicles except buses. The location of air conditioning units for buses will
be displayed on the roof. Displaying the location for buses is a great added
value for emergency responders as they differ per variant and version. We
will offer information about the air conditioning fluids used and specific
points of attention for first responders.
FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM:
SYSTEM A fire extinguishing system has been
mandatory for buses since 2017. For emergency responders, activating such
a system in the event of a fire can be of great value in extinguishing the
fire in time. For buses, we will show the location where this system can be
activated. In addition, we will add this system to special vehicles such as the
Opel Corsa-e Rally in which a fire extinguishing system is present.
The following components are only added to vehicles with alternative
propulsion systems:
LOCATION CHARGING CABLE:
CABLE Vehicles with an electric or plug-in hybrid
propulsion system are regularly parked at a charging point for charging
the high-voltage battery. Several situations have already occurred where
emergency services want to disconnect these vehicles from the charging
cable. The charging cables are locked on both the vehicle side and the
charging station side. Very effective against theft but a challenge for the
emergency responders in need of disconnecting the cable. The new CRS
‘charging-cable-symbol’ will provide information about releasing the
charging cable through the normal
procedure and the emergency procedure.
ELECTRIC DOOR HANDLES:
HANDLES Today’s
vehicles are more and more equipped
with door handles that retract into the
body during driving. These handles often
pose a challenge for the emergency
services in case of an accident when
they need to enter the vehicle quickly.
10

VACUUM-4

New Vacuum mattress from KONG Italy for
patient immobilization. Its dimensions fit
LECCO, 911, Rolly and Kit Everest stretchers,
keeping the patient immobilized even while in
a vertical position.
tThere is no interference with X-rays nor MRI.
The operating temperature ranges from +60 °C
to -20 °C
tA maximum load of 150 kg is recommended
tThe mattress is made with a double layer of
PVC, guaranteeing maximum resistance to
penetration, abrasion and tears, more durability
and it's easy to repair
tThe external PVC is tested according
to UNI4818-16 for solvent resistance to
EN-ISO811 for waterproofing and to
UNI 9177 Class 2 for flame retardancy
tThe mattress can be better
adapted to the patient's head due
to specific shaping
tVacuum valve is on the side for
optimal use
tThe loops for attaching straps
and handles are equipped with
extra support tape to guarantee
greater durability.
tThe carry handles join together to
increase support under the stretcher
instead of adversely loading eyes/
loops around the stretcher edges.
tEach product is tested for 24
hours under vacuum before leaving
the factory.
tThe carry bag is made of Cordura®
1000 Denier Nylon with a 10 mm zipper.
tThe mattress handles and straps are made
of 40 mm polypropylene webbing.
tAluminum vacuum pump and carry
bag included.
tCompletely made in Italy
www.kong.it
With the new symbol, we will show the emergency
procedure to open the door handle or door.
The following components are only added to trucks:
AIR INTAKE:
INTAKE In the category ‘trucks’, we have added
information about the air intake to the ‘start-stopsymbol’ to indicate the location for the CO2
injection that serves to stall the engine. We
provide information about the different
ways to turn off the truck. The location for
the injection is separately shown in the
left menu with the ‘air-inlet-symbol’. It
provides information about the location of
the air inlet. www.moditech.com
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79

TAME THE BACKCOUNTRY
SAFER RESCUES WITH TERRA TAMER AND EQUALIZER

Terra Tamer-all terrain litter wheel has been tested in the most demanding environments.
Rolling over rock, mud, snow and sand or tackling steep mountain inclines the Terra
Tamer moves patient and extraction team quickly and safely. The titanium framework
and fork system is the lightest all-purpose patient transport on the market. The fat tire
and disc brake are designed for maximum rescuer control. Terra Tamer breaks down for
transport, fits most rescue litters, and is prepared for the mission ahead.

Equalizer handles attach to all Cascade Professional and Advance Series litters.
The unique 24-position system allows operators to quickly adjust handle
positions for terrain changes or differences in operator height. Available in
titanium or stainless steel, these handles are incredibly light and stow easily in
a Tamer Transport Pack and ready to deliver a hand.

T H E H A RK E N I N D U ST RI A L N E T WO RK
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LIGHTING
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HUSQVARNA

SCOTTISH FIRE &
RESCUE
SERVICE
switches to Peli Right-Angle Torch/Flashlight

introduces PACE HD Battery Disc-Cutter

Peli Products (UK) Ltd have secured a four-year contract to supply the UK's largest fire service,
Scottish Fire & Rescue Service, with right angled torches. Every fire fighter in Scotland and all new
recruits will be issued with a Peli™ 3415Z0 right angled torch, totalling 7500 units with a contract
value over four years in excess of £400,000. The process included a comprehensive tender
proposal and robust evaluation of the winning product. The successful agreement means Peli
Products (UK) Ltd will supply the Scottish Fire & Rescue Service with these rugged and dependable
torches, certified for use hazardous areas and submersible to a metre (IPX8).
The right angled Peli™ 3415 Zone 0 was selected by the service specifically as a body worn/hands
free light, it features a 90° articulating head to angle the light where required. An integrated
clip easily attaches to clothing for hands-free light.
Sales Director David Smith said...."the 3415 has been
selected by SFRS following the comprehensive tender
process. This is testimony not only to the performance
levels of the product itself- but also acknowledges the
Peli™ lifetime warranty; in addition to the dedicated
service, Output: 		
174-329 lumens 354-4517cd
policies, Beam Range:
38-134m / 125-440ft
and processes we are able
to provide
Batteries:
3x AA alkaline
Run Time:
6 to 15 hours
in support of this contract. Roddy Mackinnon,
Length:		
189mm / 7.44″ long
Scottish Fire and Rescue Service Equipment
Weight:		
272g /9.6 oz with batteries
Manager said "...this introduction once again
Note:
		
Available with Correct-Colour light
shows the level of commitment and investment
Cost: 		
$49
SFRS has in enhancing fire fighter safety in the
Websites:
peliproducts.co.uk / pelican.com
operational environments our staff work in".

below:
Luminous
case version

More rescue-specific news in the Autumn from
Husqvarna but in the meantime, in keeping with our
battery fetish.......With K1 PACE, Husqvarna takes a big
step forward and offers customers a high power battery cutter that can handle the heavy duty jobs. This is
the first product to be launched on the company's new
battery system, PACE.
With more than 60 years of experience as a power
cutter manufacturer and with a leading position in
handheld cutters, Husqvarna Construction has the expertise it takes to lead the development from petrol to
battery powered equipment. With K1 PACE customers
can expect power and performance equivalent to petrol-powered cutters with all the additional benefits battery powered
equipment brings to both operators and the environment.
The PACE battery system can be utilized for more machines as
the battery-powered family expands. In addition to the power
cutters and battery system, diamond blades in 12" and 14"/300
and 350 mm have been optimized for battery operation. The
machine is also equipped with X-Halt® brake function capable
of stopping the rotation of a blade in a fraction of a second for
enhanced safety.

DIMENSIONS:
		
WEIGHT:
LENS: 		
OUTPUT:
BEAM:		
RUN-TIME:
		
RECHARGE:
		
		
BATTERY:
		
STANDARDS:
MAX COST:
WEBSITE:

“We know what it takes to do the high demanding jobs done,
and we do not compromise on quality and safety. With K1 PACE,
customers get a high-performance battery power cutter that
provides zero direct emissions. They can expect lower vibrations, smoother cutting and that the machine's low weight and
optimal center of gravity help reduce the strain on their body.”
K1 PACE will be demonstrated by Husqvarna Construction and
the sales start will take place in stages during the second half of
the year, starting in the Nordic countries. More technical data
will be released at the start of sales.
				www.husqvarna.com

FERNO RESCUE
®

STREAMLITE Wedge – General Purpose Pocket-Light
The Wedge® is a high-performance EDC light, designed for
clean pocket carry. Outfitted with an intuitive rotating thumb
switch providing tactile control over the constant-on and
THROTM (Temporarily Heightened Regulated Output) modes.
A waterproof USB-C port in the tail offers universal and
convenient charging of the integrated lithium-ion battery.
Switchable pocket clip allows for concealed carry in either
pocket. Made of rugged anodized aluminum the Wedge®
balances durability with performance. Wedge has a machined
aluminum alloy case. Type II MIL-Spec
anodized finish. Available in Black
and Coyote.

USAR

www.rescuemagazines.com

Total Rescue Solutions

Length: 5.46 in. (13.87 cm) Width: 0.60
(1.52 cm) Height: 1.00 in. (2.54 cm)
3.3 oz. (93.5 grams) with battery.
Polycarbonate
300 & (THROTM mode=1000 lumens)
69-120m
3 hours THROTM= 35 sec bursts only
Runtimes to 10% of initial lumen output
3hrs – On board via USB-C
Red LED = charging,depleted 		
Green = charged, functional power
1x 1500 mAh Lithium Polymer cell
with on board safety circuit
CE, IPX7, 1m/3.3ft impact resistance
$150
streamlight.com

Ferno Rescue offers total rescue equipment
solutions for the professionals who use it
and those they serve.
Ferno is the global leader in pre-hospital
emergency care solutions, serving
emergency services including EMS, fire
rescue, mortuary, industrial safety and
police.
Ferno exports to over 150 countries and has
partnered with safety and regulatory
agencies and customers globally to create a
new vision for delivery of emergency care.
Our dedicated team of customer-focused
industry experts are ready to share that
vision with you.

For additional information:
Brent Fairweather | Rescue Group Director
b.fairweather@ferno.com

FERNO RESCUE
®
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EXTRICATION – BOOK REVIEW
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VEHICLE EXTRICATION
the next generation
Safety

SAFETY
PATIENT

14

Internal space created in line with extrication plan and
patient prior to vehicle shutdown. IC review initial plan.

IC review initial plan.

7. APPROPRIATE FULL ACCESS
In line with extrication plan and patient.
IC review initial plan.

8. PATIENT STABILIZATION,
EXTRICATION AND HANDOVER
Most appropriate extrication path/verbal
& written handover.

1. SAFETY & ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

9. PERFOMANCE EVALUTION

360 degree scene assessment and request
additional resources.

On scene (hot) and subsequent (cold) debrief.

fig.1
manufacturer sponsoring the
book but is an area well covered
by your Fire and Rescue services'
own training and equipment
notes so it won’t be missed.
Incidentally the book does not
deal with larger vehicles: trucks,
trailers, vans/pickups and other
goods vehicles but that’s a
manual in its own right.

38

i) all the usual suspects like safety, the vehicle structure and
the team approach ( v2 – more of that later) . The Scene is still
a feature, although divided into component parts in the other
sections rather than a subject in its own right. Space creation
techniques for the three standard crash circumstances
• cars upright
• on their side
• on their roofs
...plus specials like multi-vehicle scenes, night incidents, in water
and precarious positions.
ii) more unusual fare is provided by sections on training, human
factors and crew resource management, medical staff and
medical considerations and collision investigation.
iii) What isn't covered is a section on tools. In other manuals
this can become a veritable equipment catalogue for the

Phase 1 (manual), Phase 2 (blocks/
wedges), Phase 3 (additional equipment)

Consider merits of relocating vehicle to
improve safety and/or reduce scene time.

39

So what’s in this technical treasure trove that makes it so good?

6. APPROPRIATE SPACE CREATION (INTERNAL &
EXTERNAL) – VEHICLE SHUTDOWN PROCEDURE
AND DETRIM

4. STABILITY AND INITIAL ACCESS

2. CONSIDER VEHICLE RELOCATION
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CONTENT OVERVIEW

Inline with extrication plan and patient.

Communicate initial findings and
priorities, Monitor throughout.
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5. APPROPRIATE GLASS MANAGEMENT

3. IC FORMULATE INITIAL
EXTRICATION PLANS

Safety

ublished during lockdown this excellent book from Ian
Dunbar who many of you will remember as Holmatro's
extrication front-man, does seem to be everything you
ever wanted to know about casualty extrication from crashed
vehicles and more good stuff besides.

EXTRICATION – BOOK REVIEW
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Vehicles

HYBRID AND ELECTR

Ian Dunbar
Lukas Hydraulik GmbH

FORMAT:
		
PAGES:		
CHAPTERS:
ISBN-10:
ISBN-13:
COST:		

A4 Hardback
Colour & Spot colour throughout
293
8
3000653066
978-3000653063
€34.90

REVIEW

Rich Denham
& Nick Appleton
by

TRm Extrication Editors:

Veteran London Firefighters and instructors,
Rich is now consulting and training in Latin America
and Nick is now a senior instructor with Babcock PLC
under contract to London Fire Brigade

TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79

FORMAT AND
PRODUCTION VALUES

or enter the URL
www.lukas.com/book/198

Looking at these ERGs
quickly allows us to quickly
establish that the approa
these vehicles is genera
ch for
lly very similar, althoug
h there are manufacture
specific consideration
r and model
s.
V

V

V

V

V

V

Identification
Turn off engine
Place vehicle into ‘Park’/

chock wheels

Activate parking brake
Remove smart key >
6m away
Isolate 12v system
Remove fuses as detaile
d in

from vehicle

ERG (remove all fuses)

V Discon
nect HV as detailed
in ERG
We should always assum
e that hybrid and electric
vehicles are energized
otherwise when involve
until proven
d in a collision and consid
er that medium and high
systems may have already
voltage
been isolated as a result
of the incident.
Collisions detected by
the vehicle will open
inertia relays, immediately
system. Sensors will
disabling the
detect leaks or short
circuits and any rise in
the battery cells will also
temperature within
shut down all high voltage
systems.
In general, the wiring
that forms part of the
electrical systems is routed
areas where we genera
away from
lly make cuts (although
this should never be taken
and some manufacture
for granted
rs are now locating cables
in more prominent locatio
they are well protected
ns) and
and readily identifiable
by their color.
It is important to once
again refer to the manuf
acture
rs emergency respon
which will clearly display
se guide
‘cut zones‘.

Before we go on to look at major
content features, lets briefly
review the physical format of
this very well presented 293
page hardcover book. Close
to UK standard A4 page size:
198
275mm x 205mm/11x8", in
fact similar to this magazine
– it is full colour throughout
with lots of photos. Interestingly the potentially distracting
blizzard of text-boxes so common in contemporary instructional
manuals in general are dropped here in favour of highlighted
headline text instead, arguably making the wealth of detailed
information easier to prioritise and understand.
Many of the photos may be stills from the associated videos so
can be quite dark, we would have called that 'moody' and it's a
function of filming inside. This was likely done because external
lighting conditions can’t be controlled, vary continuously and
so slow-down any photo-shoot. And as any RTC/MVA Instructor
who’s taken photos for a training note will tell you, outside,
you inevitably get lots of extraneous and very distracting
ISSUE 79 TECHNICALRESCUE

First responder cut
loop – Tesla Model 3

Manufacturers produ
ce Emergency Respo
nse Guides (ERGs) for
brid and electric vehic
hyles and I would recom
mend all responders
for these online; they
look
are freely available. That
said, it is simply not
possible to remember
the anatomy and safety
proto
models now available.
cols for the many

V

AUTHOR:
PUBLISHER:

Vehicles

IC VEHICLE SAFETY

Cabling Identification
The color orange is an
industr y standard and
denotes high voltage which
purposes is classed as
for automotive
60 volts DC. Medium
and low voltage cables
ized in terms of color and
are non-standardmanufacturer dependent;
you can expect to identify
:
V Blue
Cabling – Generally found
in low or medium voltage
systems (e.g. mild hybrid)
(36-42 volts DC)
V Yellow
Cabling – Found in some
manufacturer systems
(e.g. 42 volts DC)
carrying medium voltage
Emergency responders
should utilize ERGs whene
ver possible and always
areas where cutting, spread
fully expose
ing and ramming will take
place.

HV cabling system –
Tesla Model 3

199

background
detail, something that is especially prevalent in
US manuals. None of that here though…

THE TEAM APPROACH V2.0 (V3.0 ?) (fig1)
The author goes into very readable detail revising the Team
Approach pioneered by London Fire Brigade’s Len Watson in
the late 90’s and was subsequently adopted by the UK Fire and
Rescue Service. Its been largely unchanged since then so the
review here is a welcome section of this book. However, the
author states that he is surprised no-one has revised the team
approach before, but here at TECHNICAL RESCUE magazine we
did just that, years ago in TRm issue 69 from early 2017:
15
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• Drones as First Responders
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• Search & Rescue
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• Disaster Response

LEARN
Expansive education program with solutionsoriented presentations and workshops from
UAS thought-leaders

CONNECT
Facilitated networking, matchmaking and focused
roundtables with drone industry professionals
97

EXPERIENCE
Hundreds of cutting-edge solutions providers, live
outdoor drone demonstrations & exclusive training

DOOR REMOVAL (SPREADING HINGES)
AIM: TO PROVIDE INITIAL PATIENT ACCESS AND INCREASE THE WORKING SPACE
96

‘A New Team
Approach’ (pic
right). You can
view this article
via the extrication
articles on
our website at
https://www.
rescuemagazines.
com/
extricationarticles

These are two
different takes
on the subject;
ours was focused
on a logic that
makes it easier to
understand when
delivering training, but the greater detail in this book, 44
pages to be precise, really is first-rate and gives in-depth
context that’s as valuable to attending crews as it certainly
will be to officers in-charge at an incident.

TRAINING

The author states in the first line of this chapter ‘In my
opinion, this is the most important section of this entire
book’ and in our opinion he’s absolutely spot-on. He goes
on to state that ‘There can be no doubt that training
16

Time to
Complete:

< 90 sec.

Minimum
Personnel:

2

(Technical Team
Members)

Training
Cycle:

Monthly

METHOD:
Door removal provides ultimate space and allows
the progression of other techniques e.g. dashboard relocation.
Removing a door in the closed position and
attacking the hinges is generally safer and easier
as the door is controlled by the locking mechanism
and the door is spread away from the patient.
V

V

V

V

Equipment:

Reveal the hinges by crushing the front
wing (fender). The wing can be fully removed

V

V

V

V

Cut wiring loom (this is usually mid-way up
the door)

V

If the construction is tearing e.g. A-pillar, make a
cut and then continue spreading.
PATIENT CONSIDERATIONS:
Ensure the patient is not leaning on the door, as
this will result in their movement when you open it.
When spreading hinges, ensure the patient is protected from the possibility of flying debris. Continually brief and update your patient.
Once the door is open, your patient is exposed,
and effort should be made to reduce the effects of
the environment.

Public Safety content brought to you by:

Hydraulic
spreaders and
cutters
(if required)

SAFETY AND GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Although a very basic technique, door removal
provides initial access to the passenger compartment and to the patient. IC’s should keep in mind
the following:

Spread the top hinge first, then the check
strap and finally the bottom hinge ensuring that you always spread above the point
of strength

When completed, simply pull door handle and remove the door

Relevant
Orientation:

V

V

Any immediate hazards from inside the
vehicle
Identify any undeployed airbags/SRS and
make crews aware
Any possible contamination from blood or
body fluids
Any sharp edges or broken glass apparent due to the damage to the vehicle
Use hard and soft protection to protect
the patient
Use audible warning when using hydraulic
rescue tools
Cover all sharp edges when completed

PRE-HOSPITAL CLINICIAN CONSIDERATIONS:
Door removal may require hydraulic tools to be
used close to the patient. Brief the patient and
ensure they are adequately protected. If you
have concerns about yours or the patient’s safety,
cease the process immediately. Once completed,
reassess the patient.
Removing a door will provide excellent patient
access. If you start to work near the open door
adjacent to your patient, this may compromise
the space required by the technical team especially if you have administered
oxygen and attached monitoring to your patient as it
is then difficult to relocate
you. PLEASE consider your
position and how this may
impact on the subsequent
Scan the QR-Code or type
technical rescue process.

FlyCam UAV

Registration will open in June.
Learn more about how we are safely
bringing the industry back together,
and register with the code SAVE100
for $100 off a Full Conference Pass
at expouav.com

Skydio

Produced by Diversified Communications

THE COMMERCIAL UAV EVENT FOR:

www.lukas.com/book/247

Construction
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CONCLUSION

Compared with all other RTC/MVA books over the last twenty
years, this is without doubt the best and most comprehensive
one yet written on the rescue of entrapped casualties from
crashed vehicles. No, really, it is.
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So what’s detailed here is how you can maximise the physical
training opportunities that are available – methodology, how to
improve and also multi-agency training – and also what areas to
focus on:
• Simultaneous activity
• Stability
• De-trimming
• Tackling different vehicle crash postures and damage
configurations
• Using live ‘casualties’
But also supplementing this with information gathering. For
example, use of the NCAP website and also contacts with
vehicle manufacturers to gain a better understanding of the
structure and features of late model vehicles, how they behave
in different crash impacts and so help identify the subsequent
space creation solutions that rescuers might employ.
Without doubt all individuals with a training responsibility –
officers on stations as well as training centre instructors – will
benefit from reading this section, noting the suggestions and
then reviewing and improving their own practice and delivery.

PRE-HOSPITAL CLINICIANS/MEDICAL
CONSIDERATIONS FOR TECHNICAL RESCUERS

These are the attending medics, be they paramedics or airambulance doctors and this section is written primarily for
them, to give some detailed context for the environment in
which they’ll be working. These sections also give technical
rescuers some understanding of how to safely and effectively
integrate their medical colleagues into what is arguably a
very specific confined space rescue scenario. It also provides
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The promotional blurb says that the book has been written
‘… for the newest operative and (also) as a source of reference
for more experienced rescuers’ and that’s absolutely true.
But whichever category you fall into, buy this book because –
going back to the section mentioned earlier on training – the
adoption of its practices really will enhance the patient life and
quality of life outcomes of the extrications that you inevitably
will perform in future.
VEHICLE EXTRICATION – THE NEXT GENERATION – by LUKAS
Hydraulik GmbH is available on Amazon or in their online store:
lukas-store.com
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activities are directly linked to
patient outcomes’ the undeniable and
stark logic here being that reduced (quality) training results in
reduced patient (life and quality-of-life) outcomes.

www.rescuemagazines.com

some context for
planning and facilitating
the recommended
multi-agency training
in the earlier chapter
on Training.

search Locate Assess

a search & rescue camera for the digital age
MRK1
www.agilitycorp.com

TECHNICAL PROCESSES AND EVOLUTIONS

These are essentially stability, access and space creation
techniques but also include practical considerations for medical
rescuers and casualty handling.
This chapter takes the form of 26 separate Process/Evolution
data sheets (see fig 1 on page 15 which is page 247 in the
manual), each with its own preceding introduction. There are
no photograph sequences in this section, but this is not an issue
as there is a concise explanatory video for 20 of these processes
which is easily accessed via the QR-Code or the Lukas URL in
the bottom right hand corner of each sheet. For an example
video use the link: www.lukas.com/book/247
Its worth noting that this facility also allows for each of the
data sheets in pdf form to be printed off as student notes (with
copyright acknowledgement) or for physical reference and
noting when undertaking or delivering training. And incidentally
there are a further 10 QR-Code/URL accessed videos at various
points throughout the rest of the book, on various subjects.
However its also worth noting that the author’s previous work –
for Holmatro: VEHICLE EXTRICATION TECHNIQUES (reviewed
in 2014 in TR67, pic above and link on: rescuemagazines.com/
extricationarticles) has more than twice this number (59)
of evolution ‘sheets’, each with a dedicated process photo
sequence. Given that firefighters tend to be very visual learners,
this book might also be purchased as a complementary
reference to the one being reviewed here and with the same
author they’ll dovetail very nicely.
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LEARNING PULLEY
SYSTEMS BY ROTE
part6

by Reed

Thorne

Ropes that Rescue AZ, USA

I

n the years I have been teaching this subject, I have noticed
that there are some who are instantly challenged by the
complexities of pulleys and are therefore intrigued with
how they work. They possess a questioning mind and a critical
thought process towards the subject and this invariably propels
these people into deeper understanding. As would be expected, we are always looking for folks like
this. It helps carry the knowledge forward for we know that the subject of technical rope rescue
MUST be learned as it is not in our DNA by nature. We are NOT born with it.
Having cut my teeth so to speak on a full blown ‘mountain rope’ rescue team of fire/rescue
personnel on the Sedona Fire District (since 1981), I learned some important lessons about people
on that team. They all come from differing motives and passions. All of them were certainly
passionate about the newly formed “Sedona Fire Mountain Rescue Team” in 1993 when we first
made it happen under the direction of then fire chief, Gary Anderson. All of the team members
were fire fighters and wanted onto the rope rescue team. So, as we discovered, some of them
had that as their first love. Many were fire captains, some were paramedics and almost all were
EMT minimum including myself. Hence, their proverbial plates were already full. They had many
responsibilities beyond the rope rescue team.

“PLATE SPINNERS”

This is where the term “plate spinner”
comes from. Fire personnel are many times
considered plate spinners due to the fact
that they have so many disciplines, or
plates, to juggle. Some of those are fire
suppression, fire engineering, EMS with all
its multiple disciplines, swiftwater rescue,
HAZMAT, trench collapse, vehicle extrication,
building shoring, and you name it! All of
these were being continually juggled by
rope rescue team members to remain
current. So, it was for us at Sedona Fire.

20
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The 2007 2,150’ long Kootenay Highline from Courthouse Butte to Bell Rock was a classic team operation with participation from Coconino County Sheriff’s SAR
team. We used the AZ Progression of Seven to the fullest extent to pull in the highline.

or even pulley systems I tend to go into much detail with my
team. I have always been a “why” kind of teacher rather than
just a “what” instructor. Some team members ate this up, but
many did not. In fact, most
Out team was no different.
did not. They had full plates
We had most of our training
and they could not care any
monthly on a Saturday where
less whether a pulley system
members were required to
happened to be simple,
give up a weekend day to come
compound or complex. Or
play on rope. Hence, I tried to
for that matter, what the
make it worth their time and
bloody “T” system (tension
designed some outrageously
system) showed us. They did
fun operations to keep the
not even care about practical
interest in the team high.
friction! Ha. You get the point.
(Want to have a burgeoning
They were there to get the
rope rescue team? Then that
ropes out and have some fun
is a valuable lesson to master:
Design some great training in
learning how to perform rope
challenging locations. Word
rescues in a challenging yet
will spread and many will be
benign venue. The sooner
Practicing personal movement on rope on one of Sedona’s many overhangs.
tripping over themselves to
therefore I would leave all the
SFD training was made to be challenging
join a team like that!)
detail in the rear view mirror,
the better. So, we needed
Therefore when I teach the subject of rope rescue, whether it
a good substitute for teaching all the inner details of pulley
systems. The following is then a way of learning pulley systems
be frames (monopods, bipods and tripods), high angle offsets,
by rote without all the detail and deeper understanding.
highlines over a river, stokes litter management, belay systems
All larger fire and emergency agencies are this way. Each team
member is needing to train on these disciplines continually.
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THE ARIZONA PROGRESSION OF SEVEN

We used The Arizona Progression of Seven (or AZPOS) on
our yearly Minimum Team Standards Test (MTS) to see if
team members were up to speed. Of course, the AZPOS
was just one part of the MTS. Team members were all
required to build the progression and only know what the
mechanical advantage was when they finished. For most
of them, it was so easy because of the way the progression
“progresses”. The brutal truth was that if anyone could
not pass the MTS test with at least a 75% pass, you were
removed from the SFD Technical Rescue Team. The AZPOS
is a series of pulley systems which are easy to remember
by rote for the plate spinner since it builds upon the simple
up to the more complicated. They can be easily mastered
then by memorization.

ENFORCER
Take the guesswork out of your rigging
with the lightweight and compact
load cell designed for use in both
training and the real world.

Some of the key elements of the AZPOS are:
• Designed to be learned easily through a progression
process – Learn by rote
• Begins with a simple 3:1 – Ends with a complex 11:1
• Contains simple, compound and complex pulley systems
• Depending on the order you build each, either 1 or
2 things are changed or added at a time (ease of
remembering)
• If only 1 thing changed then the progression will need
to skip over some of the previous pulley systems (see
illustrations in this article)
• If 2 things are allowed to be changed then a sequence
can be followed (#1 goes to #2, then #2 goes to #3,
then #3 goes to #4 and so on and so forth)
• Has two variations of a simple 3:1 and two variations
of a 5:1 (the most used mechanical advantage). Of the
two of a 3:1 and 5:1 one is rigged to advantage and
one is rigged to disadvantage.
• Class 1 pulleys move into position on rope and become
class 2 pulleys. Thus two class 2 pulleys are moving
towards each other making the pulley system complex.

Monitor and record forces up to
20kN. Rated to 36kN MBS.
For detailed information, visit
www.rockexotica.com/enforcer

MONITOR
WIRELESSLY
VIA BLUETOOTH
The Enforcer iPhone
iOS app* lets you
monitor forces in your
rigging remotely in
real-time, and
download for later
analysis.

REVIEW OF PULLEY SYSTEMS

A SIMPLE PULLEY SYSTEM:
Where the rope is tied to either the load or the anchor
and is run alternatingly through pulleys on the load or
the anchor until the loose end finds itself in the grasp of
the pullers
A COMPOUND PULLEY SYSTEM:
A simple pulley system pulling on the end of a simple
pulley system
A COMPLEX PULLEY SYSTEM:
A pulley system that is neither simple nor compound

THE ORDER OF THE PROGRESSION

There are a few options for the builder:
• Truly the AZPOS can be done in a true succession as the top
illustration shows. This would be #1, #2, #3, #4 and so on….
If this is the case, you will need to change one or, at the most,
two things to go to the next one in the series.
• If you wish to only change one thing to move to the next, you
22

Weighs just 14oz.
(397 gm) with
batteries!

*App sold separately
For use with 4S or newer

will need to ignore the numbering and skip over some in the
series. For instance, if you wish to go from #2 (the simple 3:1cd)
to #4 (a simple 5:1) that will allow you to only add one thing:
The second class 2 pulley.
- A classic departure for many pulley system wizards is to
go from #4 (the simple 5:1) skip over #5 and go to #6 (the
compound 9:1). See the illustrations above.
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79
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- Also, many people go from #5 (the 7:1cx) over to #7
(the 11:1cx) and skipping #6.
• You may mix it up as well! (Be creative?)
- As a good example, you can go from #3 (the 5:1cx)
all the way to #7 (the 11:1cx) and still only add one
component.
The truth is, once you learn this progression, it is just
a matter of adding different things or changing a class
1 pulley to a class 2 pulley (please review part 1 of this
series in TR issue 73 for pulley classification).

STEP BY STEP
#1:

3:1 simple

#2:

3:1cd simple

The first in the AZPOS is the simple 3:1 called the “Z”
Rig. That term is what I refer to as a “ghetto term”. It is
a specialized term that only people within the “ghetto”
will understand. People outside the ghetto, of course,
will not understand the name. As an example, people
outside the rescue field will not know what a “Z” Rig is.
The 3:1 is rigged to advantage which is pulling away
from the load.
Tension system is shown top-right. Anchor has 2T.

(from #1: 3:1 simple)

The second in the AZPOS is the simple 3:1cd called a
“Disadvantaged Z-Rig”
As the illustration shows, the adding of a class 1 pulley
on the anchor is all that is needed to bring the 3:1 to
the 3:1cd. The 3:1 is rigged to disadvantage which is
pulling towards the load.
Tension system is shown on right. Anchor now has 4T
(doubled from the 3:1s in the previous example).

#3:

INTRODUCING THE FIRST

STATIC ROPE

5:1 complex

(from #2: 3:1cd simple)

MADE FROM
100% RECYCLED
PLASTIC BOTTLES

The third in the AZPOS is the simple 5:1cx called a “Zig
Zag 5:1cx”
As the illustration shows, the previous pulley system #2
employs a class 1 change of direction pulley which is
moved down onto the rope with a rope grab making it
now class 2. The 5:1cx is rigged to disadvantage which is
pulling towards the load.
Tension system is shown on right. Anchor is seeing 6T.

BLUE OCEAN® STATIC LSK IS MADE FROM 100% GRS CERTIFIED rPET YARN
for orders & sample requests contact: sales@marlowropes.com
BLUE OCEAN® STATIC IS CE MR1081 & NFPA 1983:2017 APPROVED
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#7:

5:1 simple

The fourth in the AZPOS is the simple 5:1.

(from #6: 9:1 compound)

As the illustration shows, the previous pulley system
#6 employs a class 1 pulley which is moved down
onto the rope with a rope grab making it now class 2.
The 11:1cx is rigged to advantage which is pulling
aways from the load.

As the illustration shows, the adding of a class 2 pulley
on the haul grab is all that is needed to bring the 3:1cd
to a 5:1s. The 5:1s is rigged to advantage which is pulling
aways from the load.

Tension system is shown on left. Anchor is seeing 10T.

Tension system is shown on right. Anchor is seeing 4T.

CONCLUSION

7:1 complex

The Arizona Progression of Seven (or AZPOS) is a tool like
anything else. In a place like Sedona/Oak Creek Canyon our
rope rescue team needed versatility. One day we were doing a
difficult mountain rescue in the wilderness and next we were
securing an unstable roll over vehicle on the edge of cliff. Many
times our resources were scant. Other times we have plenty
of help but we just never knew how it would go. Admittedly,
the AZPOS may be too much for the average fire department
or rope rescue team in an urban-industrial setting where you
can be sure of the kit and personnel available in your trucks
parked mere yards from the incident and where security of
anchors is rarely a problem. However, some mountain teams
will certainly want to go way beyond this for the obvious
reason that rescue in the wilderness is do damned diverse!
But we feel that the AZPOS is a great starting point. Users
agree. It has gained popularity over the years and even the
Field Operations Guide (FOG) by Tom Pendley has a page on
it. Tom is not one easily convinced, being a critical thinker, but
this one was a no-brainer.

(from #4: 5:1 simple)

The fifth in the AZPOS is the complex 7:1cx called a “Zig
Zag 7:1cx”
As the illustration shows, the previous pulley system #4
employs a class 1 pulley which is moved down onto the
rope with a rope grab making it now class 2. The 7:1cx is
rigged to advantage which is pulling aways from the load.
Tension system is shown on right. Anchor is seeing 6T.

#6:

9:1 compound
noted (3:1) x (3:1)

Some criticize the inclusion of the 11:1 complex (The “zig zag”
11:1cx) because it has a “throw ratio” which is not ideal. You
will have many, many resets if you are trying to get a casualty to
the top of a tall cliff. In that case, it is not a good choice. So the
question begs an answer. Why is it in the progression at all?
The answer is because we are not always using pulley systems
to get a casualty to the top of a cliff.

(from #4: 5:1 simple and
Skipping over #5)

The sixth in the AZPOS is the compound 9:1c noted 3:1s
times a 3:1s (3:1) x (3:1).
As the illustration shows, the moving of the class 2 pulley
onto the rope with a second rope grab accomplishes
the 9:1c. The 9:1c is rigged to advantage which is pulling
aways from the load.

canoe. The trip leader or a parent held the boys airway out
of the water as he was about to drown. The rescue team used
the zig zag 11:1 to un-broach the canoe and save the boy. We
train this team regularly and I heed the story.
2) In Sedona, the story of the roll over actually happened to us
in the 90’s on a wintry night on the switchbacks at the head of
Oak Creek Canyon. A woman and small child were driving in the
snow and went over the guard rail and rolled down the steep
mountainside. When we arrived, she was on top and hysterical
because her small child was still in the car down the mountain.
Pandemonium ensued. When the paramedics got down there
they assessed the car and found it leaning up against a small
pine tree which was about to break, and would have sent the
car and child down another several hundred feet to certain
death. The 2 medics refrained from getting into the car to tree
the child. The car had to be stabilized and so it was with the zig
zag 11:1cx by one of our rescue team members who was alone
but had the rope. That pulley system did the trick for us that
night. High MA but a short throw.
The AZPOS was an evolution for us, as all things sometimes
are. We still use it today. Each of the progressions has its own
advantages and disadvantages. We pull out the correct one for
the application we need. The next pulley system article will be
on throw ratio and how that affects the choice you make given
particular circumstances you are dealt on a call out.

TR

Remember that these pulley systems are many times used for
lifting something a small distance only. Two good instances
come to mind and will certainly instil confidence in the mastery
of this high MA system for the rope team.
1) The St. Lois County Sheriffs SAR team in rural Minnesota
was called to the scene where a young man in a large church
group was canoeing down a fairly aggressive river when the boy
capsized the canoe and was pinned against a large rock by the

Tension system is shown on right. Anchor is seeing 8T.
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11:1 complex

The seventh in the AZPOS is the complex 11:1cx
called a “Zig Zag 11:1cx”

(from #2: 3:1cd simple and Skipping over #3)

#5:

ROPE RESCUE
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POWER ASCENDERS 
FOR PROFESSIONALS.
ActSafe Power Ascenders are an ingenious combination of
a high-capacity rope winch in a compact, lightweight and
user-friendly design. They simply redefine the possibilities
for working in vertical environments.
skylotec.com

ActSafe ACX

ActSafe RCX

• simplifies and accelerates
work on complex or difficult
to access structures

• for effortless and efficient
rescue operations

• power-saving use

• 0-24m/minute at 250kg,
IP 67 standard

• remote control up to 150m

• variable rope grab system
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BODY
POSITION
A Guide for Dive Rescuers
by Mark

CH

Phillips

Mark was a 35-year career firefighter and diver with
Beaumont Fire Rescue in Beaumont Texas. He is the
editor and publisher of PSDiver Magazine.

W

hen we conduct a search in clear water we do
not necessarily need to go through all of the
processes of conducting a search in zero
visibility. If we threw a knife into a clear swimming pool
and said "go find it", you would look for it from the deck,
walk to a point closest to it and jump in to retrieve it.
You wouldn’t even bother with gear. You would hold your
breath and jump in. Your eyes would open and you would
be able to see it, grab it and bring it up. Easy and accomplished
in far less time than the single trip of a second hand around the
face of a clock.
But do the same exercise in a blacked out mask. Not so easy
now is it? You can’t see. There is no good way to search a large
area without being tethered and performing a systematic
search. Now it could take you hours, perhaps an entire day to
search a swimming pool. What happens if after expending all of
that time, all of the resources and manpower hours, you don’t
find it. The ability to say something is NOT there is just as good
as finding the object you are looking for. Right?
To do that, there has to be a very large amount of trust in the
skills of the diver, the tender and all of the team. Exactly how
sure are you of your ability to successfully search for smaller
items? How sure are you of the other divers on your team?
We are often criticized for training in a swimming pool. We may
be told that we just look for a reason to go swimming instead
of working in the nasty river. How much training can you do in
a pool? The lake? That is clear water too. All you guys do is go

30

look at fish and play…
Public safety dive teams are not trained
or in training to be recreational divers.
Yet the perception of what we do is still
misunderstood at times. A Haz-Mat team
doesn’t usually have these kinds of issues.
But then, dive teams are not generally given
the same respect as say a Haz-Mat team. There
is a lack of understanding sometimes but consider,
there is no recreational Haz-Mat… hazmatting?
A clear swimming pool is essential to really learning and
becoming confident in your teams ability to search. Why?
Because it is the ONLY way we can rate and observe BODY
POSITION of our divers when they are conducting a zero
visibility search. In a pool we can simulate the blackout
conditions and train in safe water.
Body position is critical to the success of an underwater zero
visibility search. New PSDs are usually taught a small variety of
search patterns and are allowed to practice once or twice in a
PSD program. Then they are taken to open water and are asked
to perform a search for a specific object that is purposefully
seeded in the area they are going to perform. This validates the
training and practice they just did and builds self-confidence
because they are almost forced to be successful. If they were
not taught proper body position, they performed in those open
water evolutions the same way they practiced in the pool.
If they are never taught any different, they believe that they do
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79
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good searches, have perfected
the search action and never
miss anything. Is that you? Are
YOU – you personally – secure
enough with your skills to
make that statement?
Are you sure??? How do you
know? Better yet, how can you
prove it?
Practice in a pool.
The following photographs
were taken during training
programs. The divers are not
practicing a search pattern;
they are following a guide rope
through an obstacle course.
Part of their instructions is to
search along their path and if
they find something to stop
and hold up the object then
set it down again. What this
means is they are not tethered
for the drill and have both
hands available to search. They can search left and right while
staying in contact with the guide rope.

Figure 1 Bad body position – Palm only search
That area is NOT being searched. However, if the diver
maintains this position, goes at a slow steady pace that are
was already searched in the previous pass. Your ability to
effectively search for small objects is directly related to your
body position and the ability to perform a search from your
fingertips to you elbow.

As they move down the guide rope they are practicing their
search technique. It is the same search technique they will use
on a dive mission.
Look at the diver's position
relative to his search arm in
Figure 2 Good body position – Chest down – Fingertips to Elbow search
Figure 1. This is not good body
position. This is an example
of a “palm search”. While this
may look extreme, it is far
more common than you may
think. If you are searching for
a body or a vehicle you will
probably find it. You will have
a successful dive and that will
further validate that this is OK.
But what happens if you are
looking for a smaller item?
Figure 2 shows the diver flat
on the bottom/ We do not
overweight to plow through
mud but we do want to be
heavy enough to maintain
this chest down position.
Take notice of the gap
between the divers’ right
elbow and the bottom.
ISSUE 79 TECHNICALRESCUE
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Looking at Figure 3, do you
think this diver would find a
25 automatic? How about a
12” Bowie knife? If you had
never been presented with
the idea of good body position
while searching, this could be
you. So if this diver said he
searched the area well and
the gun isn’t there… how
confident will you be after
seeing him in clear water
performing a search? Is this
a palm search or a fingertip
to elbow search? Look at the
position of the chest relative
to the bottom. With the chest
high, the body automatically
creates a gap and this too
becomes a palm search.

Figure 5 shows a diver
overreaching a search area.
Notice what happens to his
chest. This overreach lifts
the chest off the bottom and
while it appears in the photo
that the search arm is flat, the
elbow is off the bottom and
unless he makes a correction
will leave a void in his search.
Your search area is only on
the side away from your hand
loop or tender if you do not
use a hand loop. Once you
get the hang of this, your line
tender will learn to let out less
line as may have been before.
Measure the length of your
arm from fingertip to elbow.

Figure 3 Poor body position and palm search
Comparing Figure 4 to Figure 3 and 2, you can start to see the difference that body position makes in the effectiveness of a search.
In Figure 4, the divers’ chest is raised and while this is forcing the arms down a bit, an angle is still created that raises the elbow off
the bottom. Some ways to keep the chest down is to add weight near the level of the tank valve.

Some BCDs have a weight
pocket in place to help you
trim. Another option is to add
a small ankle weight around
the first stage valve. Just take
care that it will not interfere
with your ability to reach the
valve or any other necessity.
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That is the line distance the
tender should be playing out
with each pass you make.
Slightly less – yes less – is even
better as it will afford you
some overlap.

Figure 5 Overreach and palm search

Figure 4 Better body position – Chest raised

RDC@Oceanid.com

Don’t over weight and
remember to exhaust the air
in your BCD and / or dry suit.
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Figure 6 shows the diver
searching around an obstacle.
The obstacle is “engaged” with
the guide rope and his task is
to search the area surrounding
the obstacle. With one hand
secure on the obstacle he is
able to maintain reference to
the guide rope and search.
How would you rate this
search? Notice the position of
the chest and elbow.

Figure 6 Working the search around an obstacle

We find that divers like a
hand loop and we give that to
them when they are tethered.
Being tethered, the diver has
a physical connection that
secures the search rope –
tended line – to the diver. Some
divers learned or attempted to
learn how to search with two
hands without a loop. I have
found it to be a rare occurrence
to find a diver who is able to
function and effectively search
with two hands.

The Pulse 8X
A perfect tool to locate
missing objects

ability to practice until you gain the muscle memory of
what a good body position feels like.
The only way to correct and to practice your body
position while searching is to practice in a clear water
environment. Simulate the zero visibility and have other
team members watch.

JW Fishers Mfg., Inc.
(800)822-4744
info@jwﬁshers.com
jwﬁshers.com

Figure 7 shows a common body position for a diver searching with two hands while tethered. Look at the level of the chest and
now both elbows. Will he find a body or a vehicle? What about a small closet safe? Odds are in his favor but only because of the
size of the object. What about that 25 automatic or the 12” Bowie Knife? Could you be confident telling a homicide detective that
the weapon you are looking for is not where this diver just finished searching?
Figure 7 Two hand search while tethered

Body position is going to
affect your search pattern.
It will affect how much area
you actually search. Your
dive tender must keep the
line taught without pulling
the diver off the pattern. If
the diver moves towards the
tender the rope will begin to
slacken. If you do not feel the
tension, stop and figure out
what happened and recover
the tension.

Learn from each other. We aren’t looking for fault to be critical,
we are looking to improve body position on the bottom and to
be more effective when searching for smaller objects.
If you do not have good body position, try adding a small
amount of weight to your weight system. You may find you
are not releasing all the air from your BCD or dry suit.

Sometimes this is a problem
the tender has to deal with
but in a lot of instances, the
slack is because you swam too
far towards the tender and in
decreasing the distance you
changed the tension on the
line. Proper body position will
help. But it takes practice,
attention to details and the
34
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Figure 8. A miss is a miss. Because the diver did not search around the obstacle his body position
prevented him from searching the area and he only searched this spot with his fingertips. You can see
the path his fingers took along the bottom. No – he did not find the knife.

It may be that you just naturally are positioned with your
chest up. You can try adding a weight to the tank pocket or an
ankle weight around the first stage post. This will add weight
higher on your body and may help keep your chest down. Just
remember, we are not plowing mud furrows and we do not
want to add weights that overcome the lift capacity of our BCD.

Chest down, tension on the search / tether line, no rise on
inhalation, adjust your weights, dump the excess air in your
BCD, practice and get a mental picture of what your body
looks like while searching as well as the feel of searching
fingertips to elbows. In our work a miss is a fail. Don’t fail
because of poor technique.

In zero visibility we can only rely on our senses. By having
proper body positions that keeps your chest on the bottom and
your elbows down, you can be confident that you are actually
searching the area you are traveling through.

If you are the diver, do not be afraid to ask to run the same
path again if you think you may have left a void unsearched.

You may get away with bad form if all you do is search for large
objects but accepting that as your best will do little good if you
are asked to search for a smaller object.
So when you practice, practices searching for a door key, a
knife, toy guns or any other small objects. Set out a number
of them and then search for them and see how many you can
consistently find. Practice elbow to fingertip searching and if
you find you are guilty of just palm searching – fix it. Be better.
Because your miss underwater may be the only time that area
will ever be searched.
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When you say that you or your team searched an area and did
not find what you were looking for, be confident when you say,
“It’s not there”.
When we die, our knowledge dies with us unless we share it.
I would rather do one and not the other –
If this article helped you, let me know. If you have similar
material to share, send it to me at: Mark@PSDiver.com.
In June 2021, we released the FIRST Consensus Standards
for Public Safety Diving. The document can be downloaded at
www.PSDiver.com
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Part 3
S-Z

T

his is the third of three parts for regular wheeled
cases with the fourth being wheeled 'long cases'. This
includes another Italian manufacturer, Amabilia which
clearly should have been in part 1 A-P but we thought had
disappeared or been taken over since the main website doesn't
work but their separate store-site still does. Sorry Amabilia.
Refer to issue 77 pt1 for a full introduction to this GUIDE. For
SKB we have only included cases up to 45" that have pullhandles because any larger and they're really transport
crates rather than cases.

As mentioned previously, this type of waterproof,
virtually indestructible case pioneered by Peli/
Pelican Products is perfect for rescue equipment
particularly if it has fragile components. Wheeled
cases don't have to be wheeled and for the more
fragile contents this is perhaps only wise on
smooth surface but at least you have that option.
One area of the market that has boomed for case
manufacturers is unmanned vehicles and aerial drones
with many companies offering custom foam specific to a
model of drone. This is an ever expanding area of operations
for rescue teams and agencies so expect to see even more
companies offering custom drone inserts like the B&W case
below housing a DJI Matrice drone. It will be larger drone
models of course being housed in wheeled cases, some drones
are small enough to be safely housed in modified yoghurt
carton. One option we haven't mentioned previously is the
ability to buy custom graphics for some case brands. With
so many of the larger cases only available
in black you could differentiate case
contents with stick-on vinyl like the
Seahorse case on the right with an 'Its-aSkin' yellow vinyl costing around $25.

TYPES of WHEELED CASE

Broadly speaking there are 6 distinct styles
of wheeled case:
1) CASE – The smallest wheeled models
about the size of a fat briefcase or small
to medium suitcase. Able to be carried
briefcase-style using the side handle.
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Sub-divided to indicate those of
appropriate dimensions to be used as
aircraft carry-on luggage (1A) – however, some airlines may
be more picky than others so you'll always need to check
before flying otherwise you'll be checking it as hold-luggage.
2) CHEST – as in a pirate's chest – the largest sizes, often as
deep as they are wide and generally too bulky to be carried by
the side handle alone. We haven't included cube-shaped cases
which roll on four sets of wheels rather than two.
3) TOP-LOADER – A bit like a giant tea-caddy where the
top hinges open and you stuff everything in from the top
down. Harder to organise kit but makes a great water carrier!
However, there are again none in this issue's selection.
4) CYLINDRICAL – Not many are fully ruggedised for
rescue but when they are, they make great receptacles for
lighting and medical gas or breathing air cylinders.
5) LONG – Long and flat 'rifle'-cases are generally not
included as (separate Guide in Part4). However any over
10" deep have been included as they cross the divide into
being a 'chest'.
6) CRATE – Anything over about 1150mm/45" long.
Much larger transport and storage boxes not
usually intended to have equipment deployed
straight out of the crate at an incident. More
likely to have the other cases in this Guide
TECHNICALRESCUE ISSUE 79
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stacked inside a crate for deployment to a disaster area. Not
generally as waterproof and resilient as the smaller resin cases
and chests and most don't have wheels. The larger military
style crates like Peli/Hardigg and SKB are designed for air or sea
transport and require multiple persons to lift and shift and are
often loaded/stacked/unloaded by fork lift.
7) RACKS – these can confusingly be the same as smaller
'crates' from category 6) above and even 2)Chest cases if they
don't have internal dividers like the SKB R-series in this
issue. But technically, Rack cases
not only stack/interlock securely for
transport (more-so than the many
standard larger cases/chests that also
stack), they can also be snug-fitting
subdivisions of a large case/crate
and/or have internal frame mounts
and pull-out boxes or trays to protect
and separate equipment, particularly electronics. Most
often used by the military as highly mobile, modular, command
and control stations for forward operations like the Peli/Hardigg
MAC-Rack system above but equally useful for USAR and
Disaster response. None over 1150mm/45" long are included.

IN THE FOLLOWING TABLES:

COST: these are always an approximate guide and will vary

with exchange rates, taxes etc. plus we usually round the price
up. However, since the last issue we've noticed a significant
price increase in most ranges, maybe due to materials or
import duties or better living wages etc. These prices are
usually the most you will pay, often significantly less. Internal
configuration will affect the cost. Some include pick and pluck
foam as standard – check the Foam column, if it has a solid
black square foam is included in the price. Pick&Pluck style
foam is less expensive than custom foam and organisers but
still adds around $50 to an airline case and $100 to a large case.
ORIGIN: The main flag refers to the manufacturer’s home
country, but this may not be where the case is made. If we
know, we show an inset flag
VOLUME: Available internal space (see comments in
DIMENSIONS for provisos)and often the easiest way to
differentiate between models in Litres/Liters & Cubic feet (cu')
CASE MATERIALS: While there are any number of material
combinations, the basic material is plastic. It's what they do
with the plastic or how it's mixed that makes the difference.
Plaber for instance use polypropylene TTX01, glass fiber and
rubber. These toughest of cases are all injection moulded
(rather than blown or rotomoulded as some of the hollowchamber cases are) and use wholly or in combination....:
ABS, Polypropylene and/or Carbon plastics (polycarbonate)
with the latter being the top of the tree and ABS usually the
least expensive. We've listed the material as described by the
manufacturer
DEPTH of BASE and LID: The overall volume quoted may
include the lid which reduces your contained storage area but
allows the contents to protrude upwards, clear of the base
section. Lids can often be used with an organiser to present
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equipment in a clear layout when the case is opened but this
also means that the contents. Make sure that any sensitive
equipment with dials and screens has plenty of free space and
is adequately buffered against intrusion by items stored in the
lid. They may shift in pockets and end up being in close contact
with a fragile screen or dial when closed. Beware that some
quoted sizes may be external rather than internal-compare
with the overall height sizes to be sure.
DIMENSIONS: Length by Width by height of the internal
space and the maximum external dimensions. Internal space
may be compromised by moulding for fixtures such as handles
and wheels so you cannot simply calculate the available storage
volume by multiplying the internal dimensions.
EYE DIAMETER: the width of the padlock or zip-tie hole for
securing the case contents from prying eyes or thieving hands.

TYPE of CASE (included in this GUIDE):

1) CASE
1A) AIRCRAFT CARRY-ON size CASE
2) CHEST (too large to be carried by the top handle alone)
5) LONG (& FLAT) may be included if their base is deep
enough to be considered 'chests' i.e. 10" deep or more.
7) RACK – SKB R-series Rack cases with pull-handles that can
be considered as chests up to a max length of 1150mm/45".
PRESSURE VALVE: A pressure release knob or purge valve
that can be unscrewed to allow you to open the case after it
has been subjected to aircraft or altitude decompression which
might otherwise suck the case tightly closed.
LOCK / LOCKABLE: LOCK indicates a physical lock requiring a
key or combination. It may be a propriety lock that comes with
the case or an option but some cases have a key-lock built into
the latch or latches and in some, like Nanuk it is an optional
accessory for any of their cases. LOCKABLE means Padlockable'
and it's up to you to come up with the most secure way to use
it. Many models have stainless steel reinforcing to these eyes
to help prevent unscrupulous folk simply tearing or melting
the lock through the plastic. A cable-Zip tie stops the case from
opening easily and can be easily cut by customs for inspection.
SINGLE / DOUBLE LATCHES: single latches are simply
unclipped from their 'keepers' all the way round (although it's
often not that easy for heavily loaded cases) and the lid can be
opened. A 'keeper' is a plastic hook or perhaps some kind of
key-hole to retain the hook of the latch. Double latches have
a two or three-stage release to prevent accidental opening.
The first stage may be a push-button-release or it may be that
having unclipped from the keeper the latch remains secured to
the keeper until lifted clear or clicked off of a second keeper.

ID PANEL / STRAP: a clear plastic panel or insert for writing
contents or identification of ownership-not simply an indented space
for a stick-on label as that could go anywhere on the case.
STRAP refers to a shoulder strap for easier carrying. Generally an
optional accessory indicated by an outline square but they don't all
have them because they may not have the means to connect them.

HANDLES: Refers ONLY to the side or carry handles and does
NOT include a rolling or telescopic handle. Unless otherwise
indicated in the NOTES section ALL of these cases a have a
telescoping handle enabling them to be pulled along by one
person. There are some like SKB's R-series and Explorer's 7726
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which have wheels but
not a telescoping handle.
ERGONOMIC GRIP: A
shaped handle that is
curved to better fit a
closed hand rather
than a more or less
square cross-section
is ergonomic in our
eyes and gets a black square
n . If it is further enhanced with a
rubber or tactile grip, that gets an orange square n
FOAM / ORGANISE: Foam is either layered sheets or
'Pick&Pluck' which is precut into columns or into little cubes.
A solid black square n means that this is included in the price
we've shown, an outline box n means it's an option.
We have included ORGANISERS in orange to cover dividers
and more complex laser-cut foams like the drone-case on
the title page. None come as in the prices we've shown but
as an optional extra are shown as n and often cost hundreds
of $/£/€. These may include laser cut, closed cell foam or the
photographer-style padded dividers that are altered using
Velcro fastening. Many offer custom foams cut to your required
equipment shapes and most have padded wall dividers that
adjust with Velcro. Peli also has a type of divider option with
a particularly robust series of walls that you pin into various
positions. Another option are the kit storage packs/cubes
borrowed from travel luggage with see-through, zip or velcro
cubes to keep things separate but easily identifiable. Lid
organisers like the Amabilia option shown opposite are a
common accessory and not only make great use of space but
they present well when the case is opened. This particular
case shows the more substantial fitted-frame rather than
simply a set of pockets Velcro's or stuck in place. Some cases,
like Underwater Kinetic's Loadout cases, have the means to
completely remove the lid easily (they could probably all be
removed if you had the patience and tools). Not entirely sure
of the advantage unless you were using it as a raft but the lid
can be useful ground/water protection for whatever was inside
while the base can be a water-butt/mini bath.

SKELETOOL® RX

An essential tool for EMTs or first responders
with a 154CM serrated blade and a carbide
glass break bit.

IP RATING / MILSPEC

IP RATING refers to how watertight and dustproof a case
is where the last number ranges from 1 to 8 with X7 and X8
being submersible. The X in these examples refers to dust
ingress and is a number from 1 to 6. Most cases will be IP67
or 68 – completely waterproof and can withstand temporary
immersion. IP68 can tolerate longer periods of immersion.
Military standards vary but if we have listed a green square
indicating a military specification it will be STANAG 4280 or DEF
STAN 81-41 for instance.
COLOURS: Colour options are shown as a square with the
colour not quite an exact match, in fact, not even close in some
cases but you'll get the idea. A secondary 'accent' colour is
shown in the frame of the square.
WARRANTY: either a figure indicating the number of years of
warranty or n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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NOTES

n
n
n

Some colours are
options in some
countries.
3 Latch options.
Bearing wheels

seahorsecases.net

n n n
n n n
2 - 2
n
n n 67
n
n* n

Some colours are
options in some
countries.
3 Latch options.
Bearing wheels

seahorsecases.net

n
n n n
n

Some colours are
options in some
countries.
3 Latch options.
Bearing wheels

seahorsecases.net

SE-1220

SEAHORSE

$189

11.66kg 107.6L Co-Polymer
25.7 lb 3.8cu' Polypropylene

3i-1914-8

SKB

£234
$194
€262

5.85kg 35.25L Co-Polymer
12.9 lb 1.25cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
152mm
6"

520x293x190mm 556x355x229mm -56to82C 10mm
1A
20.5x11.5x7.5”
21.9x14x9”
-69to180F 0.4"

n

9mm
2
0.35"

n

n

n
n n 6 - 3 n

n n 2 - 3

3i-2011-7

SKB

£170
$156

4.76kg
10.5 lb

Co-Polymer
Polypropylene

50mm
2"
139mm
5.5"

3i-2011-10

SKB

£200
$170

5.8kg
40L
Co-Polymer
12.75 lb 1.4cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
216mm
8.5"

508x293x269mm 558x355x305mm -56to82C 10mm
1
20x11.5x10.6”
22x14x12”
-69to180F 0.4"

n

3i-2015-10

SKB

£248
$206

6kg
13.2 lb

52L
Co-Polymer
1.8cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
203mm
8"

520x393x254mm 582x457x293mm -56to82C 10mm
1
20.5x15.5x10"
22.9x18x11.5" -69to180F 0.4"

n

3i-2213-12

SKB

£248
$206

7.44kg
16.4 lb

56.2L Co-Polymer
2cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
152mm
6"

3i-2217-10

SKB

£252
$211

7.66kg
64L
Co-Polymer
16.9 lb 2.26cu' Polypropylene

3i-2217-12

SKB

£264
$234

8.25kg
18.2 lb

3i-2222-12

SKB

£283
$256

3i-2317-14

SKB

£295
$223
€309

28L
1cu'

n

n n
n
2 - 2 n
n 67
n

71mm
2.8"
251mm
9.9"

n/a

WARRANTY

483x368x200mm 540x425x255mm -56to82C 10mm
1A
19x14.5x8"
21.3x16.75x9.8" -69to180F 0.4"

n/a

I.P. MILSPEC

653x495x333mm 721x566x390mm
25.7x19.5x13.1" 28.4x22.3x15.3"

SEAHORSE

9mm
1A
0.35"

FOAM ORGANISE

562x344x216mm 617x406x257mm
22.1x13.5x8.5" 24.3 x 16.0 x 10.1"

ERGONOMIC GRIP

61mm
2.4"
175mm
6.9"

£153
$118

n/a

CARRY HANDLES *

6.45kg 41.75L Co-Polymer
14.2 lb 1.47cu' Polypropylene

SEAHORSE

9mm
1A
0.35"

ID PANEL/STRAP

500x280x200mm 560x350x230mm
19.5x11x7.8"
21.9x13.9x8.9"

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

43mm
1.7"
155mm
6.1"

LOCK/LOCKABLE

Co-Polymer
Polypropylene

4.24kg
9.33 lb

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

PRESSURE VALVE

TYPE of CASE

EYE DIAMETER

28L
1cu'

£150
$113

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

COLOURS

SE-920

VOLUME

SE-830

DEPTH of
LID
BASE

WT
(empty)

COMPANY

WHEELED WATERPROOF CASES
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CASE
MATERIALS

COST

MODEL

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale
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TEMP RANGE

MARKET GUIDE

n

n
n
n
67 n
n

WWW.

skbcases.com

n
Also available with
cantilever trays

n n
n
n 67

n

skbcases.com

2 - 2 n n n n

n

skbcases.com

n n
n
n 67

n

skbcases.com

559x330x305mm 615x425x348mm -56to82C 10mm
1
22x13x12"
24.2x15.5x13.7" -69to180F 0.4"

n n
n n 2 - 3 n n 67

n

50mm
2"
216mm
8.5

559x430x269mm 623x492x310mm -56to82C 10mm
1
22x17x10.6"
24.5x19.4x12.2" -69to180F 0.4"

n n
n
n n 4 - 3 n
n 67

n

skbcases.com

77.4L Co-Polymer
2.7cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
272mm
10.7"

559x430x322mm 618x495x365mm -56to82C 10mm
2
22x17x12.7"
243x19.5x14.4" -69to180F 0.4"

n n
n
n n 4 - 3 n
67

n

skbcases.com

9.3kg
20.6 lb

103.7L Co-Polymer
3.7cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
266mm
10.5"

572x572x317mm 620x635x359mm -56to82C 10mm
2
22.5x22.5x12.5" 24.8x25x14.2" -69to180F 0.4"

n n
n
n n 6 - 3 n
n 67

n

skbcases.com

9kg
19.9 lb

89L
Co-Polymer
3.1cu' Polypropylene

63.5mm
2.5"
292mm
11.5"

584x430x355mm 651x495x397mm -56to82C 10mm
2
23x17x14"
25.6x19.5x15.6" -69to180F 0.4"

n n
n n 5 - 3 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

n

n
n

n
n

2 - 2 n

67

2 - 2 n

n

Also 2215-8 model
£281/€281

skbcases.com

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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£310
$267

11.1kg
24.5 lb

132.5L Co-Polymer
4.7cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
252mm
12"

3i-2617-12*

SKB

£261
$228

9.4kg
20.8 lb

89.6L Co-Polymer
3.2cu' Polypropylene

3i-2914-15

SKB

£312
$234

9.2kg
20.2 lb

3i-2918-10

SKB

£312
$234

9.7kg
21.6 lb

3i-2918-14

SKB

3i-2922-10

COLOURS

SKB

WARRANTY

3i-2424-14*

I.P. MILSPEC

613x533x178mm 666x597x220mm -56to82C 10mm
24.1x21x7"
26.2x23.5x8.7" -69to180F 0.4"

FOAM ORGANISE

50mm
2"
127mm
5"

ERGONOMIC GRIP

8.35kg
Co-Polymer
58L
18.34 lb 2.1cu' Polypropylene

CARRY HANDLES *

£306
$244

ID PANEL/STRAP

SKB

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

3i-2421-7

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

LOCK/LOCKABLE

COMPANY

CASE
MATERIALS

PRESSURE VALVE

MODEL

WT
(empty)

TYPE of CASE

EYE DIAMETER

VOLUME

DEPTH of
LID
BASE

WHEELED WATERPROOF CASES
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COST

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale
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TEMP RANGE
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NOTES

WWW.

n n
n n 6 - 3 n n 67

n

610x610x356mm 673x674x397mm -56to82C 10mm
2
24x24x14"
26.5x26.5x15.6" -69to180F 0.4"

n
n n 6 - 3 n n 67

n

n

*Also 2424-10 model
with 10"interior
height

skbcases.com

50mm
2"
254mm
10"

660x445x305mm 726x508x247mm -56to82C 10mm
2
26x17.5x12"
28.6x20x13.6" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 5 - 3 n

n n
n
n 67

n

*Also 2615-10 model
with 10"interior
height

skbcases.com

Co-Polymer
100L
3.5cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
330mm
13"

737x356x381mm 833x424x403mm -56to82C 10mm
2
29x14x15"
32.8x16.7x15.9" -69to180F 0.4"

n
n n 5 - 3 n n 67

92.6L Co-Polymer
3.3cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
220mm
8.85"

737x457x275mm 801x529x317mm -56to82C 10mm
2
29x18x10.8"
31.7x20.5x12.5" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 5 - 3 n

£318
$244

10.52kg 119.6L Co-Polymer
23.2 lb 4.2cu' Polypropylene

63.5mm
2.5"
292mm
11.5"

737x457x355mm 801x529x400mm -56to82C 10mm
2
29x18x14"
31.7x20.5x15.75" -69to180F 0.4"

n
n n 5 - 3 n n 67

SKB

£462
$302

12.2kg
26.9lb

104.6L Co-Polymer
3.7cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
356mm
8.5"

737x559x254mm 813x622x310mm -56to82C 10mm
2
29x22x10.5"
32x24.5x12.25" -69to180F 0.4"

3i-2922-16

SKB

£338
$306

12.7kg
28 lb

167.3L Co-Polymer
5.9cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
356mm
14"

3i-3016-10

SKB

£304
$223

8kg
17.6 lb

78.6L Co-Polymer
2.8cu' Polypropylene

10.6kg
23.5 lb

117L
Co-Polymer
4.1cu' Polypropylene

1/
2

skbcases.com

n

n

skbcases.com

n n
n
n 67

n

skbcases.com

n

n

skbcases.com

n n 7 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

skbcases.com

737x559x406mm 813x622x428mm -56to82C 10mm
2
29x22x16"
32x24.5x17" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 5 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic.

skbcases.com

762x406x254mm 823x470x276mm -56to82C 10mm
2
30x16x10 "
32.4x18.5x11" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 7 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

skbcases.com

50mm
2"
254mm
10"

775x495x305mm 849x560x327mm -56to82C 10mm
2
30x19x12"
33.4x22x12.9" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 7 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

skbcases.com

50mm
2"

203mm

8"

3i-3019-12

SKB

£294
$267

3i-3021-18

SKB

£363
$334
€458

13kg
28.8 lb

185.6L Co-Polymer
6.6cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
406mm
16"

762x533x457mm 837x598x479mm -56to82C 10mm
2
30x21x18 "
32.9x23.5x18.9" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 7 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

skbcases.com

3i-3026-15

SKB

£383
$356

14.3kg
31.6 lb

202.3L Co-Polymer
7.1cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
343mm
13.5"

780x660x394mm 856x725x415mm -56to82C 10mm
2
30x26x15.5"
33.7x28.5x16.4" -69to180F 0.4"

n n 7 - 3* n

n n
n
n 67

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

skbcases.com

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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I.P. MILSPEC

WARRANTY

COLOURS

FOAM ORGANISE

ERGONOMIC GRIP

CARRY HANDLES *

ID PANEL/STRAP

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

876x622x324m
34x24x12.75"

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

LOCK/LOCKABLE

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

PRESSURE VALVE

DEPTH of
LID
BASE

TYPE of CASE

CASE
MATERIALS

WHEELED WATERPROOF CASES

www.rescuemagazines.com

EYE DIAMETER

WT
(empty)

VOLUME

COST

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale

www.rescuemagazines.com

TEMP RANGE

MARKET GUIDE

NOTES

n
n n 7 - 3* n n 67

n

n

*3 does not include
drag handle which is
not telescopic

MODEL

COMPANY

3i-3424-12

SKB

£421
$400
€611

13.7kg
30.4 lb

176L
Co-Polymer
6.2cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
273mm
10.75"

SKB

£368
$295
€380

9.2kg
20.2 lb

100L
Co-Polymer
3.45u' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
254mm
10"

915x343x305mm 982x408x326mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
36x13.5x12"
39x16x12.8" -69to180F 0.4" 5

n n
n
n n 6 - 3* n
n 67

SKB

£406
$302

10kg
22.2 lb

110L
Co-Polymer
3.9cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
271mm
10.7"

998x343x322mm 1067x407x356mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
39.3x13.5x12.7"
42x16x14"
-69to180F 0.4" 5

n
n n 6 - 3* n n 67

SKB

£362
$322

10.3kg
22.8lb

114L
4cu'

Co-Polymer
Polypropylene

50mm
2"
258mm
10.2"

1080x343x309mm 1145x407x330mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
42.5x13.5x12.2"
45.5x16x13" -69to180F 0.4" 5

n n
n
n n 6 - 3* n
n 67

3R-1209-26

SKB

£499
$650

n/a

47.5L
1.7cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

70mm
2.75"
610mm
24"

305x229x680mm 371x338x737mm -56to82C 10mm
3
12x9x26.75"
14.6x13.3x29" -69to180F 0.4"

3R-1919-14

SKB

£464
$643
€520

9.5kg
21 lb

87.8L
3cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

83mm
3.2"
290mm
11.4"

3R-2217-10

SKB

£383
$563
€430

9.3kg
20.5 lb

72L
2.5cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

3R-2222-12

SKB

£441
$606
€493

11.6kg
25.7 lb

96.2L
3.4cu'

3R-2423-17

SKB

£602
$830
€675

14kg
30.8 lb

3R-2621-10

SKB

£559
$630

3R-2817-10

SKB

SKB

3i-3613-12

3i-3913-12

3i-4213-12

3R-3025-15

950x687x346mm -56to82C 10mm
2
37.4x27x13.6" -69to180F 0.4"

WWW.

skbcases.com

n

*Includes the pull
handle which is
an enlarged carry
handle and not
telescopic

skbcases.com

n

*Includes the pull
handle which is
an enlarged carry
handle and not
telescopic

skbcases.com

n

*Includes the pull
handle which is
an enlarged carry
handle and not
telescopic

skbcases.com

n n
n n 2* - 2 n - 67

n

*Latches= militarystyle, stainless Steel
wing-latch.-applies
to all SKB R-series
cases in this list.

skbcases.com

486x486x372mm 572x572x429mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
19x19x14.6"
22.5x22.5x16.9" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 6* - 4 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

79mm
3.1"
188mm
7.4"

559x432x267mm 648x521x305mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
22x17x10.5"
25.5x20.5x12" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 4* - 3 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

Moulded
Polyethylene

79mm
3.1"
229mm
9"

559x559x308mm 648x648x345mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
22x22x12.1"
25.5x25.5x13.6" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

155L
5.5cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

95mm
3.75"
338mm
13.3"

610x584x437mm 700x676x475mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
24x23x17.2" 27.75x26.6x18.7" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 6* - 4 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

15kg
33 lb

92.7L
3.3cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

50mm
2"
203mm
8"

671x544x254mm 747x616x362mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
26.4x21.4x10" 29.4x24.25x14.25" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 6* - 4 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

£420
$587

10.2kg
22.4 lb

90.7L
3.2cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

50mm
2"
218mm
8.6"

737x451x273mm 826x562x307mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
29x17.75x10.75" 31.7x 21.2x12.1 " -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 3* - 3 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

£647
$883
€725

18kg
39.7 lb

190L
6.7cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

99mm
3.9"
290mm
11.4"

767x640x387mm 856x730x426mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
30.2x25.2x15.25" 33.7x28.75x16.75" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 7* - 6 n n 67

n

skbcases.com

n

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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COLOURS

WARRANTY

I.P. MILSPEC

FOAM ORGANISE

ERGONOMIC GRIP

CARRY HANDLES *

ID PANEL/STRAP

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

LOCK/LOCKABLE

PRESSURE VALVE

TYPE of CASE

EYE DIAMETER

MODEL

COMPANY

WT
(empty)

VOLUME

DEPTH of
LID
BASE

WHEELED WATERPROOF CASES

www.rescuemagazines.com

COST

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale

www.rescuemagazines.com

TEMP RANGE

MARKET GUIDE

CASE
MATERIALS

3R-3214-15

SKB

£621
$938

14kg
30.9 lb

123.8L
4.4cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

83mm
3.25"
290mm
11.4"

813x368x414mm 894x447x455mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
32x14.5x16.3" 35.2x17.6x17.9" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 5* - 2 n n 67

3R-3426-19

SKB

£975
$750

24.7kg
54.4 lb

280L
9.9cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

70mm
2.75"
413mm
16.25"

870x667x483mm 946x734x584mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
34.25x26.25x19" 37.2x28.9x23" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 7* - 6 n - 67

n

3R-3722-20

SKB

£866
$750

n/a

269L
9.5cu'

Moulded
Polyethylene

76mm
3"
407mm
16"

943x562x508mm 1022x635x584mm -56to82C 10mm 2/
37.5x22.25x20"
40.2x25x23" -69to180F 0.4" 7

n n
n n 7* n 6 n - 67

n

Renegade
22

SURELOCK
SECURITY

$180

6.5kg
9.5 lb

27L
Polypropylene
0.95cu'

735

TURTLECASES

$247

5.3kg
11.6 lb

28.5L Polypropylene
1cu'
NK-7

50mm
2"
150mm
6"
53mm
2.1"
137mm
5.4"

738

750

TURTLECASES

TURTLECASES

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

501x279x193mm 559x351x229mm
19.7x11x7.6"
22x13.8x9"

skbcases.com

skbcases.com

n
n 67
n

n

Also rebadged by
many resellers
including Trifibre
Cases in the UK

n

stainless steel
hardware

turtlecase.com

546x317x295mm 604x395x335mm -28to60C 6mm
1
21.5x12.5x11.6" 23.8x15.5x13.2" -18to140F 0.25"

n n 2 - 2

n
n n
n 67
n

n

stainless steel
hardware

turtlecase.com

521x389x256mm 579x465x297mm -28to60C 6mm
2
20.5x15.3x10.1" 22.8x18.3x11.7" -18to140F 0.25"

n n 2 - 2

n n n
n
n n 67

n

stainless steel
hardware

turtlecase.com

n n 4 - 2

n
n n
n 67
n

n

stainless steel
hardware

turtlecase.com

1 n n 4 - 2 - n 67 2

n

Prices for TitanAV
range INCLUDE foam

vfmgroup.com.au

n

Listed as nonstackable but has
prominent locating
lugs for safer
stacking

vfmgroup.com.au

n

Listed as nonstackable but has
prominent locating
lugs for safer
stacking

vfmgroup.com.au

n

Listed as nonstackable but has
prominent locating
lugs for safer
stacking

vfmgroup.com.au

$247

6.6kg
14.5 lb

51L Polypropylene
1.8cu'
NK-7

53mm
2.1"
9.5mm
242"

$356

6.8kg
15.1 lb

51.9L Polypropylene
1.8cu'
NK-7

53mm
2.1"
203mm
8"

79L Polypropylene
2.8cu'
NK-7

53mm
2.1"
274mm
10.8"

559x432x328mm 645x508x368mm -28to60C 6mm
2
22x17x12.9"
25.4x20x14.5" -18to140F 0.25"

$484

6001

TITAN AV

A$265

4.78kg
10.5 lb

29.9L
Polypropylene
1cu'

50mm
2"
150mm
6"

520x288x200mm 580x345x230mm
20.5x11.3x7.9" 22.8x13.6x14.5"

6002

TITAN AV

A$469

5.8kg
12.8 lb

37.9L
Polypropylene
1.3cu'

45mm
1.75"
170mm
6.7"

490x360x215mm 550x425x257mm
16.3s14.2x8.5" 21.6x16.7x10.1"

A$429

8kg
17.6 lb

61.1L
Polypropylene
2.2cu'

35mm
1.4"
250mm
9.8"

645x395x240mm 715x460x285mm
25.4x15.5x9.5" 28.1x18.1x11.2"

A$469

9.25kg
20.4 lb

74.1L
Polypropylene
2.6cu'

35mm
1.4"
250mm
9.8"

650x400x285mm 710x458x335mm
25.6x15.7x11.2"
28x18x13.2"

TITAN AV

*Latches= militarystyle, stainless Steel
wing-latch.-applies
to all SKB R-series
cases in this list

n
n n
n 67
n

TURTLECASES

6004

n n

2 - 2

skbcases.com

n

n n 2 - 2

760

TITAN AV

9mm
1A
0.35"

WWW.

521x287x190mm 559x356x229mm -28to60C 6mm
1A
20.5x11.3x7.5"
22x14x9"
-18to140F 0.25"

8.7kg
19.2 lb

6003

n/a

NOTES

n/a

7mm
0.3"

n/a

7mm
0.3"

n/a

7mm
0.3"

n/a

7mm
0.3"

1 n n 4 - 1 -

n

n

67 2

2 n n 6 - 3 - n 67 2

2 n n 6 - 3 - n 67 2

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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ED Lifetime
50

n

*for ABS version
(Transit) add approx
12% to price &
20% to weight.
Applies to all UWK
cases in this list

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

*Latches= militarystyle, stainless Steel
wing-latch.
Applies to all UWK
cases in this list

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

559x460x277mm 612x516x312mm -29to71C 6mm
2
22x18.1x10.9 " 24.1x20.3x12.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

Lid easily detached.
Bearing rollers.
Applies to all UWK
cases in this list

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

56mm
2.2"
221mm
8.7"

559x460x277mm 612x516x312mm -29to71C 6mm
2
22x18.1x10.9 " 24.1x20.3x12.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

£691*
$603* 10.5kg* 87.4L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€744* 23.2lb 3.1 cu'

119mm
4.7"
221mm
8.7"

559x460x340mm 612x516x376mm -29to71C 6mm
2
22x18.1x13.4" 24.1x20.3x14.8" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£714*
$623* 10.5kg* 87.4L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€768* 23.2lb 3.1 cu'

56mm
2.2"
284mm
11.2"

559x460x340mm 612x516x376mm -29to71C 6mm
2
22x18.1x13.4" 24.1x20.3x14.8" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1127
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£691*
$603* 10.5kg* 87.4L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€744* 23.2lb 3.1 cu'

56mm
2.2"
221mm
8.7"

686x460x277mm 739x516x312mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x10.9" 29.1x20.3x12.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1027
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£667*
$583* 10.5kg* 87.4L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€720* 23.2lb 3.1 cu'

119mm
4.7"
157mm
6.2"

686x460x277mm 739x516x312mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x10.9" 29.1x20.3x12.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1622
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£739*
$642* 11.4kg* 103.9L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€793* 25.2lb 3.7 cu'

119mm
4.7"
284mm
11.2"

559x460x404mm 612x516x439mm -29to71C 6mm
2
22x18.1x15.9 " 24.1x20.3x17.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1327
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£714*
$623* 11.4kg* 107.3L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€768* 25.2lb 3.8 cu'

119mm
4.7"
221mm
8.7"

686x460x340mm 739x516x376mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x13.4" 29.1x20.3x14.8" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1427
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£739*
$642* 11.4kg* 107.3L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€793* 25.2lb 3.8 cu'

56mm
2.2"
284mm
11.2"

686x460x340mm 739x516x376mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x13.4" 29.1x20.3x14.8" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

1627
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£763*
$662* 12.3kg* 127.5L Polypropylene
or ABS*
€817* 27.2lb 4.5 cu'

119mm
4.7"
284mm
11.2"

686x460x404mm 739x516x439mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x15.9" 29.1x20.3x17.3" -20to160F 0.25"

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

n

uwkcase.com
uwkinetics.eu

WT
(empty)

VOLUME

NOTES

COST

COLOURS

WARRANTY

I.P. MILSPEC

FOAM ORGANISE

ERGONOMIC GRIP

CARRY HANDLES *

ID PANEL/STRAP

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

LOCK/LOCKABLE

PRESSURE VALVE

TYPE of CASE

DEPTH of
LID
BASE

WHEELED WATERPROOF CASES

www.rescuemagazines.com

EYE DIAMETER

ORIGIN

images
NOT to scale

www.rescuemagazines.com

TEMP RANGE

MARKET GUIDE

CASE
MATERIAL

INTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

MODEL

COMPANY

822
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£460*
$507*
€613*

8.7kg* 54.8L Polypropylene
or ABS*
19.2lb 1.9 cu'

56mm
2.2"
157mm
6.2"

559x460x213mm 612x516x249mm -29to71C 6mm 1/
22x18.1x "
24.1x20.3x9.8" -20to160F 0.25" 2

n n
n n 6* - 3 n n 67

827
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£507*
$546*
€660*

9.6kg*
21.2lb

67.2L Polypropylene
or ABS*
2.4 cu'

56mm
2.2"
157mm
6.2"

686x460x213mm 739x516x249mm -29to71C 6mm
2
27x18.1x8.4"
29.1x20.3x9.8" -20to160F 0.25"

1022
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£507*
$546*
€672*

9.6kg*
21.2lb

71.2L Polypropylene
or ABS*
2.5 cu'

119mm
4.7"
157mm
6.2"

1122
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

£667*
$583*
€720*

9.6kg*
21.2lb

71.2L Polypropylene
or ABS*
2.5 cu'

1322
Loadout
(Transit*)

UNDERWATER
KINETICS

1422
Loadout
(Transit*)

WWW.

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMIT-
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I.P. MILSPEC

n n
67 n
n n 2 n 1
n n

n
n
n

All Black cases in the
Amabilia range have
option of handle in
green, blue, orange,
grey or black.
Bearing wheels

amabiliastore.it

n n
67 n
n n

n
n
n

Bearing wheels

amabiliastore.it

n n
67 n
1 n n 4 n 1
n n

n
n
n
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* Basic price-Option
of larger 60 or
80mm wheels with
bearings and base
stand/feet
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€156

4.7kg
10.4lb

16.8L Co-Polymer
0.6cu' Polypropylene

45mm
1.8"
99mm
3.9"

430x286x144mm 485x391x222mm -30to90C 7mm
1A
17x11.25x5.7"
19x15.4x8.7" -22to194F 0.3"

34.3L Co-Polymer
1.2cu' Polypropylene

40mm
1.6"
180mm
7"

465x335x220mm 502x415x246mm -30to90C 7mm
18.3x13.2x8.7" 19.8x16.3x9.7" -22to194F 0.3"

1 n n 2 n 1

Co-Polymer
Polypropylene

58mm
2.3"
121mm
4.8"

505x350x179mm 555x455x258mm -30to90C 7mm
19.9x13.8x7"
21.8x17.9x10.2" -22to194F 0.3"

EXTERNAL
DIMENSIONS

FOAM ORGANISE

NOTES

WT
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INTERNAL
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ERGONOMIC GRIP

CARRY HANDLES *

ID PANEL/STRAP

SNGL/DBL LATCHES

LOCK/LOCKABLE
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COLOURS
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TEMP RANGE

MARKET GUIDE

465.220

AMABILIA

€100

3.4kg
7.5lb

505

AMABILIA

€176

6.2kg
13.7lb

€117

5.5kg
12.1lb

Co-Polymer
49L
1.7cu' Polypropylene

58mm
2.3"
222mm
8.7"

505x350x280mm 555x428x306mm -30to90C 7mm 119.9x13.8x11"
21.8x16.8x12" -22to194F 0.3" 2

n n*
67 n
n n 4 n 1
n n

30.2L Co-Polymer
1cu' Polypropylene

45mm
1.8"
155mm
6.1"

520x290x200mm 585x361x238mm -30to90C 7mm 120.5x11.4x7.9"
23x14.2x9.4" -22to194F 0.3" 2

n n
67 n
n n 2 n 2
n n

505.280

AMABILIA

30L
1cu'

WWW.

520

AMABILIA

€103*

5.8kg
12.8lb

540.190

AMABILIA

€123*

6.28kg
13.8lb

41.4L Co-Polymer
1.5cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
140mm
5.5"

538x405x190mm 604x473x225mm -30to90C 7mm
21.2x16x7.5"
23.8x18.6x8.9" -22to194F 0.3"

n n
67 n
2 n n 4 n 3
n n

€126*

6.84kg
15lb

53.4L Co-Polymer
1.9cu' Polypropylene

50mm
2"
195mm
7.7"

538x405x245mm 604x473x283mm -30to90C 7mm
21.2x16x9.7"
23.8x18.6x11.1" -22to194F 0.3"

n n
67 n
2 n n 4 n 3
n n

€163*

8.5kg
18.7lb

71.3L Co-Polymer
2.5cu' Polypropylene

60mm
2.4"
190mm
7.5"

620x460x250mm 687x528x286mm -30to90C 7mm
24.4x18.1x9.8" 27x20.8x11.25" -22to194F 0.3"

n n
67 n
2 n n 4 n 3
n n

Co-Polymer
97L
3.4cu' Polypropylene

60mm
2.4"
280mm
11"

620x460x340mm 687x528x376mm -30to90C 7mm
24.4x18.1x13.4" 27x20.8x14.8" -22to194F 0.3"

n n
67 n
2 n n 4 n 3
n n

n

* Basic price-Option
of larger 60 or
80mm wheels with
bearings and base
stand/feet
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*no telescoping
handle. 3 includes
large pull-handle
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*no telescoping
handle, no front
handle - handle on
each end + large pull
handle
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540.245

620.250

AMABILIA

AMABILIA

620.340

AMABILIA

€169*

9.6kg
21.2lb

750.280

AMABILIA

€190

10.2kg 100.8L Co-Polymer
22.5lb 3.8cu' Polypropylene

60mm
2.4"
220mm
8.7"

750x480x280mm 816x540x306mm -30to90C 7mm
29.5x18.9x11" 32.1x21.25x12" -22to194F 0.3"

750.400

AMABILIA

€200

12.1kg
26.7lb

144L
5cu'

Co-Polymer
Polypropylene

60mm
2.4"
340mm
13.4"

750x480x400mm 816x540x426mm -30to90C 7mm
29.5x18.9x15.75 " 32.1x21.25x16.8" -22to194F 0.3"

HD-500

BARSKA/
LOADED GEAR

$182

4.6kg
10.2 lb

26L
Polypropylene
0.9cu'

50mm
2"
150mm
6"

508x292x175mm 533x356x229mm -23to99C 8mm
20x11.5x6.9"
21x14x9"
-10to210F 0.3"

1

barska.com

NOTES: N/A = info Not Available/not given COST: Approx & include local tax/VAT CASE TYPES: 1=Carry Case, 1A=Carry On, 2=Chest,5=Long 6=Crate, 7=Rack. HANDLES*: exc 1x telescoping handle FOAM/ORGANISE: n = Option WARRANTY: n = Limited Lifetime n = UNLIMITED Lifetime
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improving rescuer
safety and efficiency

TECHNIQUES
By Mitch

Sasser

Mitch is the CEO of training
company Tandem Rescate in
Chile formed 20 years ago.
He was originally trained
by Jim Segerstrom, Mike
Croslin and Jim Lavalley,
and, together with this
formidable group, pioneered
the inland water rescue
programs that became the
core of every established
and recognized training
program in the world.

[ED: We featured an updated article on the Reach in WILDERNESS SAR#8 but, apart from
some images and this introduction this is a more detailed techniques article in two parts.
Mike doesn't agree with my comparison but the Cross Line Reach is best described as a
mini grappling hook with hinged arms and carabiner-style wire gates to trap any rope
that is hooked. We used it from prototype in 2005/6 but despite being an, as yet,
unsurpassed device originally lauded by Jim Segerstrom, it is still not as widely used as
it could be almost 20 years after its invention by swiftwater rescue guru Dr Michael
Croslin. It featured on the cover and inside issue 63 of TECHNICAL RESCUE in 2012
so it seems odd to almost be running these articles as if it were the introduction of a
new device but some things never get old. This is the kind of mechanical art-form that will still have a place
in your rescue packs in 2150 when you're using drones and tractor beams to perform in-water rescue. Sooner
or later, technology breaks down and you have to revert to the old ways of the early 2000's. Get it (cost is around $140/£100,
www.crosslinereach.com) practice with it and know that you will always have a viable rescue/recovery option.]
option.]

A
CAUTIONARY
WORD
from the Guru & co-founder of swiftwater rescue
Shallow water crossings are unreliable and dangerous. They
are the #1 killer on creeks, rivers and streams of fishermen,
hikers, thru-hikers, locals, SAR, Firefighter, and even guides.
Whether solo or in a group. The name of the game is
'stability' - set a low tension, steep angle Tension Diagonal,
learn to anchor to brush, rocks, cracks, whatever. Get good
at being good and skilfully trained with your Reach system
because it creates options, prevents swims, falls, traumas,
removes debris, gets your shit back, gets their shit back,
saves time, energy, and sews real remote solutions that are
fast and safe. Reach has the ability to expand your options
and excels in providing teammate to teammate security
with access capability that makes any teams' approach shift
to learning remote anchors and first-crosser protections as
part of preventative SAR. Every drowning on every crossing
was by a user who thought they knew what they were doing
and/or thought it looked safe. The truth is, the more you
think you need to use line abreast, line astern, or triangle...
the less safe you are and you have been misguided...I tested
and included as a team building exercise, a force of water
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training humbling to make students feel the real power of
fighting current. Real shallow water crossings in the field
are bread and butter to fishing guides and hydrologists
doing it day-in, day-out, they learn to read the conditions
but don't commit unnecessarily. The rest of us in rescue
may be driven by a greater imperative. In which case, face
downstream, protect the first across with a remote anchor
at a steep angle and with some light dancing/jaywalking
aided by a low tension body belay from your buddy or
team-mate, get, cross safely. I made the original mistake in
swiftwater rescue teachings with some of these misguided
shallow water crossing drills that are followed by so many
but I'm stating very clearly now... Belay, use a guideline,
learn to set skilful remote anchoring that is better than
any no-belay, no flotation, tragically unsafe ritual of groups
that cross together and might drown together if shit goes
sideways - this is unacceptable. Every crosser must be the
focus of 100 percent certainty that a rope is connected to
the opposite shore. "My Reach is stuck... I cant get it out!?".
Brilliant mate, you're safe. You're taking essentially zero risk.
Cross with a belay, it's important to always train this way for
that critical moment that could end in tragedy but instead
ensures you are safer and competent and protected.

Michael Croslin 2021
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P
ABOVE: Looping a Mid-river anchor: the mainline is thrown out to the
upstream side of the rock then the Reach is used to capture the line and
bring it back to shore to be clipped to itself and then cinched around
the anchor. BELOW: Fast Attack: solo access, belayed pendulum by the
rescuer for access mid-river. See diagrams on page 61 for more detail.

ersonal and team protection in moving water and floods
starts with what the individual can do with the equipment
they securely carry with them at all times and having
the skills to be effective. If your PPE does not include a Reach,
closed in a secure, pocket of your PFD, or in a secure separate
pocket on a waist-worn system of your choice, you are a
potential liability in the eyes of top-tier front-line teams and
not an integrated part of team containment that is used to
protect, access and belay any must-make moves of a teammate
entering the water that would normally require certainty of
downstream protection. You must train with your PPE in all
essential tasks assigned to it on the daily to-do list of a typical
high-tempo professional Swiftwater team. The Reach device
is the primary risk mitigator, equally important as a throw
bag for allowing you to stay out of the water. We don't make
this statement lightly and it cannot be overstated; the Reach
is a fundamental and essential piece of Swiftwater rescue
technical hardware. Its ability to allow remote stand-off
Connect-Activity and its usefulness as a protection tool, to jam,
chock, clip, secure, retrieve or sew technical solutions for a first
crosser, compress the timeline for individual and team-based
protection and rescue make this a combination that will be
used until the end of time.
Why? Because if you are a firefighter in California tasked with
covering one of the state's busiest call out areas for high-risk
water rescue this is expected by all your teammates and it's
written into their training protocols. Written for team-based
protection. In the middle of the night, pouring rain atmospheric
river call outs that no one in their right mind would ever
volunteer for. It´s their job. They may not come home.
Downstream protection doesn't cut it. Every team member
depends on every other team member to have 360-degree
protection of their back.
This is only possible with a new strategic approach
to training. It is expected that each team member carry the
ability to reach out with a waist-worn throw bag and to be
able to connect remotely with any team member at a distance
beyond a single bag. The Reach has evolved to a level of
integration in high risk Swiftwater protocols in California that
extends beyond another tool in a toolbox, to a tool you're
required to have on you, every team member plus the skill-set
to leverage its full potential.
Reach is used by Fire, EMS, Search and Rescue, Whitewater
and Recreational boaters and trekkers for line-crossing,
remote anchoring, stream crossing, access, and egress in
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rescue operations. It is considered PPE in the professional
Swiftwater Rescue arena. It was built for this purpose to be
the first crosser. It is a proven, tested, and reliable ally. Made
from aircraft-grade CNC milled aluminum alloys and designed
as a flying technical retriever, connector, AND jam, chock, clip
protection for safety.
My story is an interesting one being trained and vetted by
Segerstrom, Lavalley, and Croslin in my early years as an
instructor, 23 years later I could see that Croslin was still on the
cutting edge of swiftwater rescue. Since 2017 every summer I
have traveled from my hometown in Futaleufu, Chile to get this
knowledge. Others who know me can vouch for my experience
around rivers, in SAR, whitewater, and Swiftwater Instruction.
I have logged hundreds of hours researching and developing
skills with Croslin intentionally to upgrade my teaching, safety,
and containment for my crew. I will not train another student
without passing on this knowledge to them. I'm getting double
the work done in less time and spending half the energy and
risk to perform my job. When I go out, I expect rescuers to
have their personal protective equipment dialled, they need
hands-free movement with the ability to carry securely minimal
tools that are designed to protect. When protected usually no
accidents are occurring.
The real experience has been accumulated by Michael Croslin,
Co-Founder of the original text, ideals, and protocols of the
most influential rescue training company in the world, Rescue 3
International. Michael wrote the book on swiftwater response
and was also ideally placed to develop a protection system that
we are still evolving into after close to fifteen years of extensive
research and we still can see the device has held up to more than
was expected. Repeated bashings on sierra granite is testimony
to its durability having never had one returned for repair or thru
dissatisfaction. People use them for all sorts of tasks.
From a professional development perspective, the Reach is
unique in its role to minimize risk, turbocharge access, and
provide direct anchoring, sew containment, and prevent all the
line chasing, risk-taking, line swimming, falls in the river, that is
the base reality of “Downstream Protection”. What protection
has meant is you are solid on survival swimming, you know
how to identify and avoid obstacles and downstream safety
is set. Now hope for Clean-up working out. Ask yourself, “Are
you just covering your ass?” Counting on downstream safety at
night with only a throw bag or Live-Bait you are not putting out
more than a 50% opportunity of a successful rescue. Making do
with this in the modern age when there are safer alternatives
ISSUE 79 TECHNICALRESCUE
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is unacceptable and not representative of this top-tier
specialty because we know we can fill those voids with proper
equipment and proper training.
It is incredible how much we have learned at each stage
of the research. All known technical rope applications in
Swiftwater rescue are sped up, provide safety and enhance the
operation through the methods of looping, line capture, remote
direct anchoring, and retrieval of lost gear. Each helps us to
understand how the combination of a throw bag and a Reach
integrate into what you are already doing and have it protected.

SHALLOW STREAM CROSSINGS

From a safety perspective, shallow water crossings are at the
limits of success and pose a high risk when not protected.
Documented stream crossing fatalities in the High Sierra of
California show that all were un-protected; either solo crossings
or in groups using stabilizing techniques mid-river with no
downstream safety. It is written in the books and still today
Line Abreast, Line A-Stern or in a Wedge or Circle are touted
as very useful techniques but none provide the gold standard
of a belay. Perpetuation of poor techniques via social media
is getting people killed. It is too often watched as if it is lore
and emulated as such by individuals and groups with fatal
consequences. Wading a diagonal downstream crossing is
preferred by Game Fish biologists and professional flyfishing
guides whose work involves wading in rivers every day and in
the case of the latter, also having to care for an older age group
with less agility so this is likely the best wading option in the
absence of any other safety measures which of course would
not be the case for rescuers who should very rarely be resorting
to minimalist survival manoeuvres.
The clear best practice to stream crossings is to choose the
technique that has a safety built-in. A remotely anchored belay

Pic Above: For situations where current is strong, ramping up the
belay angle to greater than 50 to 60 degrees gives better results, uses
minimal tension and exerts a low force on anchors. This may require
longer or additional lines. The goal behind this is to generate a faster
response, maintain simplicity and always have a belay.
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to cross over at night when no
knowledge exists of the risks
downstream is undeniably an
option that anyone in their right
mind would choose. A remotely
installed tension diagonal to
back up your downstream, gowith-the-flow wading crossing
is safer, faster, less prone to foot
entrapment and offers better
aggressive swim transition.

REMOTE ANCHORING

At night and in storm operations
identification of hazards is
diminished. Top Tier Teams train
in evolutions for complete safety
containment 360 degrees around
them. Rope-work is important
at night because operating with
limited visuals requires connectactivity to prevent and protect
a blow-out downstream. [ED:
connect-activity means an active
connection or link between
personnel – in this case a Reach
device on a throwline].
At a distance of 40mtr, each
rescuer can connect to the other
to provide safety. If blown out
or separated within 20mt range
of remote anchoring, you can
engineer your own escape by
remotely anchoring and evac
quickly out of the high-risk zone.
Remote anchoring and looping
around objects in the river make
most scenarios more secure as
the most time-consuming and
at times the highest risk of the
operation is access. Reflective
floating rescue lines help in the
visual combined with specifics
of the equipment being used
so that it is a known fact that
connections can be made within
this extended range. If a team
member is in trouble or cannot
safely progress without a belay
send out your distress signal by
lowering your throw bag out
into the current extending your
range of contact. Any other team
member seeing a throw bag can
deploy their Reach, clip your line
and belay you to safety. It's a
case of 'see-bag, capture with a
Reach and ask questions later'.
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Moving into tight spaces with
swift current is now done by
remotely looping the site for
containment and access. In
flooded conditions, looping
technique is the safe effective
method of working inside
flooded tree lines to access
stranded victims. Manual
controlled progression gives
better precision over motorized
manoeuvres that require space
and are prone to engine/prop
failure and even wrap, flip
and pin due to operator error.
These are avoided by remote
anchoring. In the images on
the left the sequence could
meet a number of required
outcomes: a river crossing,
an intermediate mid-stream
evolution, a difficult to
access eddy search etc. And
remember that anchors can be
many things including brush, in
the case of the bottom picture,
it has been cut for access and/
or ease of searching but may
just as easily have been intact
brush or trees.
Team Searching in river
corridors with this PPE set-up
enables every team member
to 'connect' to the other via
a throw bag and a Reach. You
are always backed up from one
side or the other.
Yes, any water-entry is
dangerous and should always
be protected. But team
searching this way in river
corridors is the right thing to
do with protected crossings
mitigating high-risk wading
and swims while helping
searchers safely access areas
that otherwise would be too
dangerous or exhausting.
Remote anchoring and looping
around objects in the river (as
shown on page 61) make any
rescue scenario more secure
as the most time consuming
and at times, highest risk of the
operation is access.
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• Easy to deploy off riverbanks, piers, bridges
• Self-righting technology for strong currents
• Battery powered, jet boat
• Fast and durable, 40 km/h
• Line of sight technology
• Navigation Lights for Night Missions

For UK: info@emilyrobotuk.co.uk
For US: info@hydronalix.com
Proud Corporate Sponsor of the UK Firefighters Sailing Challenge (UKFSC)
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Reflective floating rescue lines help considerably when
assessing range to make a line-capture.
Remote anchoring provides quick access and that is a big
factor in any water rescue. For front line, professional
rescuers, this work is about getting in and out smooth.
No injuries, everyone goes home, and even better if not one
team member got wet. Multiple calls may be a reality and
conditions may be worsening.
When all rescuers are on one side of the river, having each
rescuer equipped with the ability to self-belay their own
crossing is beneficial when separation occurs or the need to
split up is apparent. The operation will generally be more
efficient with rescuers on both sides of the river and the first
crosser needs the best protection that exists to keep them
safe. Logically we are better being protected than not.

Using the current for a pendulum crossing from mid-stream. The Reach is
thrown and gains a secure anchor between two rocks. Take a firm grip and
launch into the flow which pendulums you to the opposite shore. Simple!?

No other combination of PPE gives you a pendulum swing across
the current to a site mid-river or to the far shore done solo and
protected by remote anchoring. At times, you might improve on
the rescuer's ability to cross by adding in a hand ascender for
forward ascending progression on the line or adding a haul line
in when looping for extra power. Be sure the ascender you use is
rated for the smaller diameter of throwlines.

It is our respectful responsibility to follow through here because
remote anchors are purposefully sought out, placed, and
checked (2-3 strong pulls at proposed angles) for strength and
integrity. So, if you cannot pull the anchor out when you've
finished, you're gonna´ have to go and get it!
This alone as safety for the first crosser is a fundamental change
in the way we do things on the river. If you are witness to the
secure chocking and clipping to the point where you could not
get it out we will anxiously await your story on how you did.

Looping obstacles mid-river or against the shore is a technique
that involves two throw bags and one Reach. The first line
is thrown out to the upstream side so the remainder of the
line can be captured with the Reach on the downstream side

making the connection back to shore. This method of sewing
between and around obstacles is done remotely from a standoff position and upgrades the safety for access and egress in
moving water having guidelines, belay lines, control lines to
protect directly around an event in moving water. Part 2 of this
series will discuss the specific reality checks and operational
considerations that come into play during night operations and
how daytime training and current operational protocols can
be enhanced and improved for night operations and high risk
weather events.
In Part 2 we will look more closely at team containment.

BABY RESCUE BAG

A WORLD FIRST
FOR WATER RESCUE

Designed for rescue transportation of the children

ADVANCED WATER RESCUE MANIKIN

with a height 40-110 cm, max. weight 25 kg

An exciting collaboration between the experts at Ruth Lee Ltd and
Lifecast Body Simulation creating a world-first for water rescue.
The most realistic water rescue manikin in the world. From
rescue to resuscitation with advanced life support features.
Available world-wide through a network of distributors in more
than 40 countries.
Size: 80x45x35 cm
Weight: 3300 g

+44 (0) 1490 413 282

www.singingrock.com
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SALES@RUTHLEE.CO.UK

WWW.RUTHLEE.CO.UK
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Tech HTP 11 mm
& SYNC 11 mm
Tech HTP rope is suited for the harshest conditions
where heat and abrasion resistance are critical.
Technora® sheath’s 900+ degree high melting point
protects against accidental heat exposure, as well
as cutting and abrasion, while the low-elongation
polyester core offers a smooth feel to
minimize bounce and stretch.
The SYNC hydrophobic high tenacity polyester
sheath and low-elongation nylon core offer a
balanced construction for increased strength with a
smooth feel, ideal for raising and lowering systems.
UL certified to NFPA 1983 General Use,
this offers fire departments and rescue technicians
the opportunity to lighten their rescue systems
while staying G-rated compliant.
Tech HTP
Available in two tracer colors.
Sheath/Core: Technora/Polyester

Our products
allow you to
focus on the
task at hand.
Visit your local rope retailer or
SterlingRope.com for more product info.

MBS (lbs): 8,090
MBS (kN): 36.0
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 1.5
Weight (g/M):95
NFPA 1983 Rating: Technical

SNYC
Available in four colors
Sheath/Core: Polyester/Nylon
MBS (lbs): 9,014
MBS (kN): 40.1
Elongation @ 300lbs (%): 4.3
Weight (lbs/100’): 5.9
NFPA 1983 Rating: General
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Petzl MAESTRO vs
CMC MPD vs
CMC/Harken CLUTCH
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ROPE RESCUE
[ED: Our GEAR SPOTLIGHT articles are usually reserved
for equipment that we haven't had much time with but
that's not the case here. We're going to be looking at
the Maestro and Clutch in separate review articles in
TR and WSAR but we thought it prudent to first take a
look at how the three market leaders compare to each
other as 'TEAM' not personal devices after having now
been in the hands of professionals for long enough to
identify any glaring problems. These are effectively
descenders with a one-way rotating, pulley-like cam.
All are slightly different animals obviously with the
Clutch being the smallest of the three, the Maestro
being the cheapest with a familiar ID-style design
and the MPD being the oldest design with the largest
footprint and a unique, if more complicated design
but very tough build-quality. The two 'new' pretenders
have the advantage of a decade of MPD use and abuse to
analyse and refine to their own needs so it's little wonder
that they will generally be held to be superior devices but
amazingly the MPD can still hold its own for experienced
users and it is the most bombproof of the three devices
with it's Rock-Exotica hewn frame so it may well still be
going strong when the others have long been retired
from service. We still have one used every week
for tree work that we originally used for rescue
when we first got it in 2009 pre-production.

Roland Curll

by
Roland is Technical Rescue's Contributing SAR & Tactical
Editor and is a veteran of the Police Rescue Squad in New
South Wales, Australia covering the city of Wollongong and
surrounding Nepean River basin and Royal National Park.

11mm/
smaller
versions

Rope rescue has followed the rest of the
litigious world with new devices being
developed and then heavily field tested before
being foisted upon the rope-user communities.
Even that is no guarantee that something hasn't
been overlooked during design and production and
after Petzl's experiences with the ZigZag, their Maestro
in particular has been through the wringer before final
release. CMC may have had things a little easier given
that their joint Clutch project with Harken has been
preceded by several years of field use around the world
with their MPD – that thing has been abused in so many
ways by so many teams it could have starred in Game of
Thrones. Us included, our original MPD progressed from
the relatively tender care of rope rescue to the ignominy
of heavy-equipment and even vehicle hauling to the
hell of impact loading for tree work! Before getting
our mitts on a production Clutch we only had brief
hands-on with the first versions which seemed, even
then, to be extremely well made, but we did get a
lot of access to the pre-production Maestro and
were already comparing features and performance
years before it came out. We were always very
surprised that the MPD had this area of rope-activity
to itself for so long. Testament to a niche market that
few wanted to venture into chasing limited marketdemand or was it more about the difficulty of designing
and producing this type of multi-role device that offered
something different or improved upon the original MPD?]
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S

o the three most sought after heavy-duty rope rescue
devices are the CMC MPD, the Petzl Maestro, and the CMC
Clutch by Harken Industrial. Each of these three devices
can be described as descent control devices with a built-in
pulley and rope grab/progress capture capability. These three
are in a class of their own, a ‘class’ that does not have a formal
name yet. Some refer to them as ‘multi-purpose devices’; but
the MPD already has that as its name. They might be referred
to as ‘pulley-descenders’, or ‘rescue devices’. Until there is
some internationally recognised term for this class we will call
them Heavy-Rescue devices, although the Clutch is a personal
descender as well as 'team' device. We have featured the MPD
extensively in previous issues of TR and ArbClimber after using
it successfully as a progress capture, lowering and substantially
abused impact-lowering device. But while it was the lone
device of this type, the cost, then at over $/£500, weight at
1.2kg/ 2.6lb and size at 140mm/7", all seemed to deter the

wider rescue community. It's a shame that it has probably taken
the introduction of the two newer competitors for a wider
customer base to recognise the potential and value of the MPD.
Recently the CMC Clutch by Harken Industrial introduced
the Clutch in a half inch/ 12.5-13mm rope diameter version,
and now all three devices are available for ½" / 13mm users,
particularly with US users in mind. All three larger rope
diameter models are recognised by the colour red which is
useful. However, this article will focus on the 11mm rope
diameter versions that we've been using although we have
used images of both versions as they are visually the same. The
11mm version of the MPD and the Clutch are varying shades
of grey and you may remember a time when Petzl too used a
gun-metal grey for their 11mm descenders but these days it's
gold (or tactical black) for all their 11mm equipment 11mm
(7/16") is a rope diameter that meets specific standards for
industry (rope-access) and fire rescue teams but is also used
by wilderness and mountain rescue teams. All three of these
devices were tested using the 11mm Static Pro Lifeline which
is a High Tenacity Polyester (HTP) rope from CMC which in
the 11mm size meets the NFPA standards for Technical Use. If
your team wishes to have their ropes meet the NFPA standard
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for General use but want to use 11mm rope then CMC have
obligingly released the G-11 which is an 11mm rope rated by
the NFPA for General Use.
At the risk of starting a bar fight, what is the best device?
For the moment we'll sit on the fence because this obviously
depends on exactly how the user wants to use the device. But
in reality, the majority of teams and services use a similar set
of operating parameters (whether it be in an urban-industrial
or wilderness) so a clear choice can be made based on all the
usual criterion: cost, weight, ease of use, efficiency, quality of
construction, versatility etc.

OBELISK
ADAPTS SO YOU

CAN REACT

The CMC MPD (Multi-Purpose Device) is the grandfather of
these devices. It has been on the market for about ten years
and endured a lot of years of testing before then so hopefully
Maestro and Clutch will have some respect for their elders.
The MPD is the device
that changed the
way rescue teams
responded to rope
rescues, and it took
a surprising number
of years for a
competitor in the
form of the Maestro
and a 'compatriot'
or alternative in the
form of the Clutch to
come along.
Before any of these
devices existed, the
same function was
achieved by marrying
a number of pieces
of hardware and rigging. Most regular autolock descenders
weren't designed for outer envelope rescue loads over
250kg/550 lb so some 'big-metal' brake bar racks, lowering
tubes and Goldtail/Whaletail devices were used . The basic
lowering system is then converted to raising by adding a set of
prusiks and a prusik-minding pulley while a length of cordage
is often used as a load-release system by tying a knot like the
radium release hitch or mariners hitch. This also included a few
carabiners and maybe a rigging plate. A number of technical
steps also needed to be taken to convert from a lowering
system to a raising system, and vice versa. With these three
heavy rescue devices incorporating the functions of descender,
lowering bollard, pulley, one-way pulley, rope grab and progress
capture, several pieces of kit have, theoretically, been replaced
with one device. Of course, we can't pretend that any one of
these devices and one carabiner is suddenly dealing with all
your rescue needs. You’ll still need a pulley or two, maybe some
load-release cord or webbing and certainly a rigging plate is still
a great addition to most systems especially since most systems
require two ropes and two devices. CMC started marketing
complete two-device systems in 2020 utilising two Clutches and
most of the stuff we've just said you
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Designed and manufactured by Lyon specifically for emergency service
work, the OBELISK is ideal for the varied and challenging situations
teams have to operate in.
lyon.co.uk
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could dispense with!
So it's not really that
you'll be saving space
and money on hardware
and software, it's more
that you'll simplify your
systems while adding an
extra degree of strength and
user-friendliness.

STANDARDS

These devices are all designed to work
with what can be referred to as a rescue
load, which is basically the combined weight of
the patient, stretcher, rescue attendant, and
equipment. When talking about
the 11mm rope versions
of these devices, both
the MPD and the Clutch
has this weight limit
set for a maximum
of 600lbs (or about
272kgs) as per the NFPA
standards, whilst the
Maestro has a maximum
working load of 250kgs – a
small difference that never
ceases to be a source of annoyance to
us. NFPA may only be relevant to the USA
and not actually a government run agency
but it is the recognised standard for perhaps the
biggest potential market for
rope hardware.
Regarding the NFPA
standards, both the MPD
and the Maestro are certified
by the NFPA for Technical Use,
whilst the Clutch is certified by
NFPA for General Use. Having the
Maestro and the MPD certified as
NFPA Technical Use is understandable
because at this time there are very few
11mm ropes which meet the standard for General Use.
The pulley of the MPD is certified by NFPA for General Use. It
must be stressed though, that the Technical Use standard is
for the 11mm version of the MPD and the Maestro. If people
wish to use the MPD or Maestro yet still meet the General
Use standard they would need to invest in the 13mm versions
of these devices. One of the reasons that the MPD pulley is
certified for General Use is because the pulley has a maximum
breaking strength of 49kN. The Clutch has a maximum breaking
strength of 40kN, whilst the Maestro is 36kN.
In relation to fall protection, all three devices are rated as
Type C of the European Standard EN 12841, and EN 341 as a
descending device. The Clutch is also certified under ANSI Z359
for fall protection.
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RIGGING

When it comes to loading the rope, they all open on a single
pivot-point. With the MPD this is in the centre of the device,
kind of like opening the cheek plates of a pulley so it doesn't
expose the inner workings as clearly as the other two. Both
the Maestro and the Clutch pivot on an outer edge
which allows you to see the complete pulley in the
middle. The Maestro and MPD can only be loaded
onto the rope while disconnected from the carabiner.
Other than performing a knot pass, there should be
no reason to open up these devices during a rescue.
The Clutch opens from the opposite end to the carabiner
eye so can be loaded while still connected to a carabiner.
Since it would be possible for the Clutch to be opened
while fully loaded it has a two-stage front-plate release
similar to Rock Exotica Omni-Pulleys. During development
we expressed a preference for the Maestro to have
an I'D style gate that would allow rope-loading while
connected to your harness or the anchor and negate
any possibility of dropping it but Petzl presumably
considered that this style of heavy rescue device was
unlikely to be used mid-pitch and went for the failsafe option. Perhaps they will add this type of gate
function to a future update or as an option if the
market is big enough to warrant it.
All three devices have clear markings to guide or
remind the user how the device is supposed to
be rigged. All three have these markings on the
swivel plates but since these are upside down
when loading rope, Maestro and Clutch have
clear graphics on the inside. The MPD is the fiddliest of the
three to load but has a very clear graphic on the back which
should be referred to once closed to ensure you have
followed the correct line.

LOWERING

When performing a lower, both the Clutch and
the Maestro have a traditional lever-style handle
which is pulled to release rope in the same way as
the Petzl I’D. When the user lets go of the handle it
automatically stops rope progress and swings back into
a locked position. The MPD is different in that it uses an
unusual tap/fawcett-style handle that is lifted (or pulled
out) and then rotated to
initiate rope release but has no
bearing on friction – that's all
done with the rope passing over
friction bollards. Unusual though
this handle is, it's impossible for
it to be accidentally snagged by
a branch/debris/material and
locked in the release position as
can occur with a handle (albeit
VERY rarely). However, this pull
and rotate action where the
fingers are invariably around the
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11mm Extreme Pro
MBS 40 kN (8992 lbf)
Sheath - 100% Polyester
Core - 100% Nylon 6.6

11 mm Extreme Pro
MBS 40 kN (8992 lbf)
Sheath - 100% Polyester
Core - 100% Nylon 6.6

PMIROPE.COM
PMIROPE.COM

as a team device. That may also be
why it is the only one of the three to
remain connected to the carabiner
when loading the rope, (to prevent
being accidentally dropped). Maestro
and MPD are not designed to be used
for personal descending
but will work if you're
desperate.
SHEAVES. LtoR Maestro =semi-faceted,
MPD= smooth, Clutch= Multi-scalloped/faceted

Maestro S
11mm

PETZL

£402
$550
€420

Clutch
11mm

CMC/
HARKEN
INDUSTRIAL

£650
$650 836g 208x112x47mm
€775 1.84 lb 8.2x4.4x1.9"

CMC

£720
$799 1200g 190x140x95mm
€1200 2.64 lb 7.4 x 5.5x3.7"

Maestro L
13mm

PETZL

£402
$550
€420

Clutch
13mm

CMC/
HARKEN

£650
$650
€775

-* -

1100g 185x130x75mm
-* 7.3x5.1x3"
2.4 lb

MAX
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STANDARDS
PULLEY/BELAY

PERSONAL DESCENDER

AUDIBLE RATCHET

EFFICIENCY %
82*

MBS
PULLEY
BECKET

ROPE
RANGE

49kN
272kg
11015 lbf 600lb

CE* or
NFPA-G
NFPA-T

11mm
7/16"

36kN
n n - 8093 lbf 250kg

CE
CE
NFPA-T NFPA-T
EAC
EAC

10.511.5mm
7/16"

n - 88 n -

n n

TECHNICALRESCUE mag personnel used 30 years ago with
two ropes running through a single device (the Australian SRTe
DB2) and operated by one person where failure of one
rope resulted in the remaining rope still being held on
the second cam, each rope here has a separate device
and each device is generally operated by a separate
person thus adhering to the whistle test throughout
the entire system. However, imitating that original SRTe
DB2 twin-rope-twin tension system, the Clutch and
Maestro can sit neatly alongside a second device and
lowering can be controlled well by one person. The
Maestro requires a wider hand span so is not quite a
snug as the Clutch but pretty good nonetheless. The
MPD remains very much a two person operation. When using
a standard rigging plate as part of your anchor system, the
DNA ANSI carabiners from CMC which we first saw as a KongItaly innovation many years ago, have a twist in them which
orientates the two Clutches into the best position to operate
both devices at once instead of adding additional carabiners to
achieve the same offset. There will soon be an NFPA certified
version of this carabiner for those that are interested.

-

n n - n 71 n n n

40kN
8992 lbf
22kN
4946 lbf

272kg
600lb

COLOURS

CMC

£720
$799 1200g 190x140x95mm
€1200 2.64 lb 7.4 x 5.5x3.7"
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The whistle test requires that should any component (including
the operator) 'fail' during a lowering or raising operation, the
load/casualty will remain safely held in position rather than
ONE-WAY PULLEY

inc extraneous bolts,
posts and/or handle

FACETED SJHEAVE

WT

MAX
DIMENSIONS

FRICTION POSTS/HOOKS

The twin tension rope system is
the preferred method for many
teams these days, where two
ropes are used to lower and raise
a patient with the same amount
of tension. Both ropes are treated
as if they are mainlines, as distinct
from the one rope being a mainline
and the other being a belay line.
Unlike the twin-tension system

MPD
11mm

MPD
13mm
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COMPANY

TWIN ROPE SYSTEMS

LOAD ROPE WHILE
CONNECTED

MODEL

COST

images
NOT to scale

ORIGIN

One function that the Clutch has that the others don't have for
lowering operations is the double-brake or anti-panic function
which initiates rope-locking should the handle be pulled too
far-too fast. This a hate-it or love it feature at the best of times
and the reason many professionals opt for the Petzl Rig instead
of ID but the reason the Clutch has it when Maestro and MPD
don't is partly because the MPD and Maestro make substantial
use of ancillary friction posts/hooks to increase friction for
lowering and might therefore regularly activate the second
brake and partly because the Clutch is a smaller, lighter device
that is specifically designed to be a personal descender as well

ANTI-PANIC BRAKE

T-handle would make for a slightly
slower reaction time to release in an
emergency compared to releasing
a lever type handle. There is also a
familiarity issue to overcome for those
using the MPD for the first time after
years of using a lever-style handle
and to add to complexity there is an
orange park-brake 'switch' next to
the orange T-handle which MUST be
released prior to raising operations
otherwise you may generate some
slack and a possible dynamic load.
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STANDARDS
DESCENDER
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NOTES

WWW.

GREY

*CE version not sold
in the US

cmcpro.com

GOLD

*to be precise,
81.9% with 11mm.
86% with 10.5mm

petzl.com

CE
CE
10.5-11mm
NFPA-G NFPA-G
GREY
7/16"
ANSI
ANSI

n - 88 n -

49kN
280kg
11015 lbf 617 lb

NFPA-G NFPA-G

1100g 185x130x75mm
-* 7.3x5.1x3"
2.4 lb

n n 81 n n

36kN
8093 lbf

280kg
617 lb

CE
CE
mm
NFPA-G NFPA-G 12-13
1/2"
EAC
EAC

816g
1.8kg

-

40kN
8992 lbf
22kN
4946 lbf

272kg
600lb

NFPA-G NFPA-G
mm
ANSI
ANSI 12.5-13
RED
1/2"

208x112x47mm
8.2x4.4x1.9"

-* -

n n

n
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13mm
1/2"

RED

RED

cmcpro.com

harkenindustrial.com

auto-locks
*Device
when handle is
released – not the
same as anti-panic
brake which locks
when handle is
pulled too far.

auto-locks
*Device
when handle is
released – not the
same as anti-panic
brake which locks
when handle is
pulled too far.
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Removable Anchors
13mm (1/2”) or 19mm (3/4”)
Completely Reusable
MBS > 22kN

petzl.com

cmcpro.com

harkenindustrial.com
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RAISING

Performing a raising operation with these devices is what
makes them stand out from the crowd. By simply adding
a rescue grab and a pulley you quickly create a safe and
efficient 3:1 system. Their incredibly robust, stainless
steel, bearing sheaves rotate in one direction allowing the
user to haul a rescue load more efficiently than with previous
descender-based systems like the ID and CT Sparrow where
you are fighting the friction of a fixed cam when hauling. With
increased input forces to overcome this there may also be some
concern about safe working loads for rescue as distinct from
single-person loads where, it has to be said, if you can marry
a specific rope well to an ID, Sparrow or Giant, you may not
notice so much of a difference in hauling efficiency. It's heavier
rescue (or industrial-hauling) that creates the case for these
far more expensive devices. As part of raising system they offer
a high level of efficiency, between 71 and 88% which is much
closer to a true pulley's 90+% efficiency. The MPD has the
highest level of efficiency of the three with the Maestro a close
second. The twin tension rope system as already mentioned
in regard to lowering systems is also the preferred method for
raising systems and again has merit in limited space but is most
safely operated with a rescuer managing the rope tails. The
orange park brake on the MPD can be something of a liability
during raising if it hasn't been released. It is possible for you
to forget to release it, begin raising and take in rope without it
running through the progress-capture of the MPD and instead
create a bight of slack. If you simply released the park brake this
would result in the load dropping a short distance, never good
for the casualty or anchor and rigging though it won't damage
the immensely strong MPD. Instead you may need to gently relower to take out the slack or compound a temporary progress
capture while you release the brake and take up the slack in a
controlled manner.
All three devices have a becket for adding mechanical
advantage. The MPD and the Maestro have their becket located
in the centre of these devices while the Clutch is offset. Having
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the offset becket looks awkward and out
of place, but it does allow the mechanical
advantage system to line up nicely.
Both the Clutch and the Maestro make a
ratchetting sound when being used for raising. This
is another love-hate feature to some but we feel
it advantageous in providing an audible guide that
helps the team know that not only is rope being
taken in, but that both ropes in a twin-tension system
are being taken in at the same pace and therefore
maintaining the same amount of tension on each rope.

2021/22 COURSES

NB: Please check in with us on the local
Covid'19 situation prior to attending.

SUMMARY

Each device has been exceptionally well made with solid
engineering and they have all been tested to an extreme
degree so it is safe to say that whichever you choose will
be a very good, functional device. No lemons here. If you
choose simply on price then it's the Maestro but even
that is not so simple if you factor in longevity which may
(or may not?) favour the solid machined frames of the
MPD and Clutch over the stamped plate Maestro.
The Clutch is not only compact with extremely tough
construction, it's the only 11mm rope diameter version of the
three that is certified by the NFPA as a G rated device. It also
performs well as a personal descending device, so it can switch
from being a personal access device to a team rescue device.
Using this with the CMC G-11 rope means that you have a NFPA
General Use rated system but using lighter, cheaper 11mm
rope. It is therefore the most versatile of the three.
The Petzl Maestro has a familiar and smooth operation
especially for lowering heavier loads over a long distance
when it's extra friction posts/hooks work well with the handle
which might otherwise be quite a strain to maintain pressure
– overcome this with an efficient stance where you pull the
handle from behind you or beside you. For teams using IDs, a
partial upgrade to Maestros is a simple decision. It functions
equally well from a high directional or a ground anchor. Petzl
considers that teams not using twin tension will instead use
the traditional main and belay rope system and recommend a
technique where the hand operating the device uses one finger
to pull the lever handle while the other fingers of that hand
holds the rope. The other hand holds the free end of the rope
to help control the speed.
The fact that the MPD has been around the longest and yet
can still be considered in the same breath as its competitors
is a testament to the original production values and design. It
has features that remain quirky and newer designs didn't feel
were good enough to imitate but existing MPD users might still
consider that their initial investment functions well enough
to have a few years left in it yet However, if you were starting
from scratch you are very unlikely to consider the MPD over the
Maestro or the Clutch where we are otherwise tossing a coin!
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plummeting to the ground. Single person
operation can make things much smoother
but technically it doesn't pass the whistle test
because there is no impediment to the one
person having a 'moment' and putting the load
into freefall. CMC would argue that they have
a double brake (anti-panic) to negate operator
failure and this is valid but it doesn't stop lowering
too fast or, heaven-forbid, an intentional drop!
Limited working space/confined space rescue
might dictate that a single operator is used to
control both ropes on two adjacent devices but to help
with the whistle-test problem a ‘tailer’ can be added
to the system which is a second person managing
the tails of both ropes as the first person controls
the devices. Since the tailer can initiate an arrest by
pulling the rope tails this ensures there is not just one
point of failure in the system.
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PETZL
RESCUE SOLUTIONS
The challenge of the rescue professional is their ability to adapt, facing the unexpected in
every situation. In order to always be prepared, this American team trains on a daily basis,
for example here, in a ravine near Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.

MAESTRO® L

Descender for technical rescue with built-in
progress capture pulley, facilitates manipulation of
heavy loads, and may be used as a primary system
or as a back-up belay. www.petzl.com

